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ABSTRACT

This research investigated the ability to comprehend
and express affect by non-verbal means.

Darwin (1872)

suggested that the non-verbal communication of emotion had
a biological basis.

Hughlings-Jackson (1879) emphasized

the relationship between cerebral functioning and the abil
ity to communicate affect.

Neuropsychological research

suggests that a major neuronal network located in the right
hemisphere supports non-verbal communication.

The evidence

indicates the localization of expressive skills in the
anterior cortex and comprehensive skills in the posterior
cortex.
In the present study 31 behavioral tasks comprised a
scale to assess the ability to communicate affect by non
verbal means.

The tasks assessed the comprehension and/or

expression of affect in facial expressions, drawings of
faces, intonations of neutral sentences, and non-verbal
vocal sounds.

Six basic emotions were used— happiness,

sadness, fear, surprise, anger, and disgust.
The scale was administered to 20 male and 25 female
college students.

Measures of internal consistency and

reliability were calculated.

Interrelationships between

the tasks were analyzed as were relationships between the
scale and demographic, personality and intellectual vari
ables.

The scale was analyzed via factor analysis and
viii

factor scores were calculated and correlated with demo
graphic, personality and intellectual variables.
The scale was found to be internally consistent and
the scoring reliable.

Performances on the 31 tasks were

highly interrelated, which suggested a general ability to
communicate emotion by non-verbal means.

This general non

verbal ability appeared similar in many ways to the ability
to use language to communicate.

Comprehension skills

appeared more fundamental than expression.

The more highly

developed skills in non-verbal communication were found for
subjects at high levels of intellectual functioning.

Com

munication of affect by non-verbal means appeared to be a
skill that can be studied with cognitive research methods.

IX

CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Scientific interest in the non-verbal communication of
emotion probably began with Darwin's (1872) investigation
into the non-verbal expression of emotion in man and ani
mals.

In his book, he described the chief expressive

actions in man and the lower animals, and proposed an
explanation of the origin and development of these actions.
He had found that the same expressions had the same mean
ings in different societies, and hence concluded that cer
tain emotions, and the way they are expressed, must be a
part of our biological heritage.

Since Darwin, the pro

duction and comprehension of non-verbal expression of
affect has been studied from many different perspectives.
Excellent reviews of this literature can be found in
Strongman (1973) and Davitz (1964).
Several individuals have made major contributions to
the study of the non-verbal expression of affect.
Schlosberg (1954) investigated the relationship between
the different facial expressions.

He proposed a dimen

sional representation of emotional expression and suggested
that all emotional expression could be represented accord
ing to the three dimensions of (1) pleasantness/unpleasantness, (2) attention/rejection, and (3) activation level
1
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(sleep/tension).

Emotion and emotional expression appear

equivalent in this study.

Around the same time, Davitz

(1964) was examining the relationship between personality
factors and the ability to identify emotion in vocal ex
pressions.

He reported no reliable correlations between

33 personality variables derived from a number of tests
and the ability to identify emotion in vocal expressions.
His work remains the most extensive investigation of vocal
expression of emotion.

Recently several researchers,

Izard (1971) and Ekman (1972), have pursued whether or
not certain facial expressions are universal, and thus,
innate.

Their data indicated that photographs of certain

facial expressions are identified with a high degree of
accuracy across cultures.

Their work forms the basis of

much of the research into the facial expression of emotion.
Of additional interest is an obscure article by
Ciiceloglu (1970).

He attempted to study the universality

of facial expressions using drawn facial appearance as
stimuli.

He concluded that "there seems to be a facial

code employed in the communication of affective meaning
which is to a great extent . . . common to different cul
tures ."
These researchers, and many more, have sought to dis
cover the properties of non-verbal emotional expression;
its dimensions, its relationship to personality, and
whether it is learned or innate.

No single idea or common
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conceptualization serves to unite these studies and pro
vide a direction for future research.

What is the under

lying nature of this behavior called non-verbal communica
tion of emotion?

CHAPTER II

LITERATURE REVIEW

Historically, Hughlings-Jackson (1879) first pointed
out the possibility of a relationship between the brain
and the non-verbal expression of affect.

He noted that,

although some aphasic patients were unable to use propo
sitional speech, affective speech appeared to be spared.
He concluded that affective speech and propositional speech
probably had different brain mechanisms.
Further evidence for a brain mechanism which controls
the non-verbal expression of affect was found by MacLean
and Delgado (1953).

They found evidence that the cortex

plays a role in the expression of emotion.

In their

research, they stimulated the cortex of monkeys in order
to produce facial expressions and found that the final
emotional expression displayed by the animal in one social
context was different from that facial expression displayed
in another context.

They concluded that the higher fore

brain areas have control over functions of lower structures
and mediate the more complex behaviors such as the expres
sion of emotion.
Only recently have researchers began to investigate
the relationship between the brain and non-verbal expres
sion of emotion in more depth.

This research has yielded
4
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clear findings when psychological assessment methods were
used to evaluate patients with brain lesions.
The research investigating the relationship between
the areas of the brain and the communication of affect can
be divided into three types.

In the first type, normal

individuals are exposed to different experimental manipu
lations to determine which hemisphere mediates the ability
in question.

In the second type, subjects who have under

gone commissurotomy are studied.

In the third type, sub

jects with localized brain damage are given tasks to
perform, and their performance is compared to the per
formance of normal individuals or the performance of indi
viduals with damage located in a different area of the
brain.
Investigators using normal subjects have pointed out
that the right hemisphere appears superior in recognizing
emotional expression.

In all, eight studies which examine

normal subjects are reviewed.

One study investigated non

verbal sounds and drawings combined in a dichotic listening
task paradyne.

In four studies, researchers used tachisto-

scope methods in studying the lateralization of the ability
to recognize facial expressions.

Dichotic listening tasks

were employed in two studies, to investigate the laterali
zation of the ability to decode emotionally intoned neutral
sentences.

In one study investigators examined facial

expressions of emotion, and concluded that their findings
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supported the lateralization of the ability to represent
emotions in facial expressions.
STUDIES WITH NORMAL SUBJECTS
In a cleverly designed dichotic listening study, Carmon
and Nachshon (1973) minimized the verbal mediation required
in the performance of their task.

As stimuli they used tape

recorded sounds of a child, a woman, and a man expressing
three emotions; the three non-verbal emotional sounds were
crying, laughing, and shrieking.

As response options they

presented nine drawings of a child, a woman, and a man, each
expressing these same three emotions; the faces were drawn
to portray happiness, sadness, and fear.

The authors first

confirmed that the cross-modal correspondence was apparent
to normal subjects before they presented the sounds dichotically.

Then emotional sounds were paired and presented

dichotically to the subjects.

Significantly

greater accu

racy in matching the auditory and visual forms of affective
information occurred for the sounds heard in the left ear.
This data suggested that the right hemisphere either medi
ates the comprehension of emotional expression, or is more
accurate in identifying emotional expression.
The earliest and most quoted tachistoscope study find
ing evidence for right hemisphere superiority for the recog
nition of facial expression was published by Suberi and
McKeever in 1977.

In this study female subjects memorized
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two photographed faces, and subsequently attempted to dis
criminate these "target" faces from two "non-target" faces.
The analysis of interest is the one where subjects from two
of the groups— one that memorized emotional faces and one
that memorized neutral faces— were compared.

The faces

were presented unilaterally for 150 milliseconds (msecs),
and the subject indicated whether it was a "target" or a
"non-target" face.

Manual reaction times for the discrimi

nations served as the dependent variable.

For both subject

groups, the left visual field (LVF) latencies were signifi
cantly shorter than those of the right visual field (RVF),
which suggested a right hemisphere superiority for recog
nizing both faces and facial expressions.
Suberi and McKeever (1977) argued that while the right
hemisphere was critical for both simple facial perception
and for recognition of emotional facial expression, these
two processes may operate independently.

They suggested

that emotional expression recognition and facial recognition
were dissociated processes since the latencies to emotional
faces were the same as latencies to neutral faces in the
LVF.

That is, since no additional time was required to

recognize the emotional expression on the face beyond that
required to recognize the face alone, the processes were
probably independent.
In a second study, Ley & Bryden (1979) used cartoon
line drawings of five adult characters as stimuli.

Each
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of these adult characters were portrayed with five emotional
expressions ranging from extremely positive to extremely
negative.

These drawings were presented to three male and

seventeen female subjects with a tachistoscope (85 msec for
the first and one sec for the second drawing).

The subject

was to indicate both if the emotion was the same or differ
ent and if the character was the same or different.

They

found LVF superiorities for both character and emotional
expression.

In addition, they argued that these effects

were independent, because LVF superiorities for emotional
expression were related to degree of affective expression
but character recognition was not.

The Pearson r was .28

between the laterality coefficients for the character judg
ments and those for the emotion judgments.

Further evidence

of the independence between facial recognition and facial
expression recognition was found.

When the character errors

were covaried out, all significant main effects and inter
actions remained for the emotion error analysis.
In a third study, Hansch and Pirozzolo (1980) used a
tachistoscope to present stimuli to 20 male and 15 female
subjects.

The experiment consisted of two conditions.

In

one condition, the subject was given an oral cue word
(either emotional or neutral) and then presented either
an emotional or neutral face.

The subject had to decide

whether the stimuli was the same or different from the
oral cue word in a forced-choice reaction time task.

In
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the other condition, emotional or neutral words, instead
of pictures, were presented.

The emotions used were,

happy, angry, and surprised.

Only the simple main effect

of emotional faces was significant for hemisphere, with a
35 msec advantage for LVF presentation.

However, this

latency differential was not significantly different from
the latency differential to neutral faces.

That is, even

though they found a LVF superiority for^emotional faces,
the addition of affective processing demands did not lead
to a significant shift towards right hemisphere superior
ity.

Although this type of result has been used to argue

for independence between facial recognition and facial
expression in other studies, Hansch and Pirozollo (1980)
argued that these results meant that facial recognition
was required before emotional facial expression recog
nition .
One reason these four conditions were not signifi
cantly different from each other might be that verbal
mediation was required in each condition.

The following

study showed that verbal mediation reduced the LVF super
iority when the task was to discriminate between emotional
expressions.
The most informative study, which examined the dis
crimination of facial expression in normals, was that of
Safer (1981).

In this study, a face expressing an emotion

was projected to the central visual field for eight
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seconds.

One half of the subjects were asked to empathize

with the emotional expression, while the other half of the
subjects were asked to label the emotional expression.
Then a second face was briefly (159 msec) exposed to
either the right or left visual fields, and the subject
asked if the expressions were the same or different.

When

both the empathy and labeling conditions were combined,
males showed a significant LVF superiority, while females
showed no difference between visual fields.

However,

females were superior to the males with respect to RVF
latency.

The interesting finding was that both males and

females, who had been instructed to empathize with the
first expression, showed a LVF (right hemisphere) superior
ity in recognizing expressions, whereas no asymmetry occur
red when they were instructed to label the expressions.
The author suggested that these results indicated that
there were two modes of encoding emotions, one located in
the left hemisphere which was mediated by verbal codes,
and one located in the right hemisphere which was mediated
by visual codes.
One issue raised in many investigations of the ability
to recognize emotional facial expression, was whether the
ability to recognize facial expression was independent of
the ability to recognize faces.

Most researchers who in

vestigated emotional facial expression, argued for inde
pendence between the two processes.

A second issue raised
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was the role of verbal mediation in tasks used to investi
gate the location of functions which mediate the communi
cation of emotion.

The evidence cited here has supported

two functional systems, one which is located in the left
hemisphere and is mediated by verbal processes, and another
which is located in the right hemisphere and is mediated
through imagery.

Thus, if verbal responses are required

of the subject, then both systems may be^ needed to complete
the task.
There are two studies which investigated the laterali
zation of the ability to decode emotionally intoned sen
tences in normal subjects.

These abilities have been

fairly difficult to investigate, because it has been dif
ficult to produce reliable tapes of emotionally intoned
sentences.

In general, the investigation of the ability to

comprehend emotion in the intonation of a sentence has
lagged behind the investigation of the ability to compre
hend emotion in a facial expression.
Haggard and Parkinson (1971) performed the first
study which investigated the decoding of emotion from the
intonation of a neutral sentence.
listening task.

They used a dichotic

Normal subjects listened to six sentences

recited in four emotional tones— angry, bored, happy, and
distressed.

The distracting stimulus presented concur

rently to the opposite ear was a babble, which consisted
of many people talking at once.

The subjects repeated
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the sentence and then reported the name of the emotion.
The results showed a left ear advantage in naming the emo
tion.

Furthermore, in cases where the sentence was incor

rectly reported, an above chance score was still obtained
for emotions.

They concluded that this data indicated an

inevitable dissociation between the tasks of decoding
verbal content and decoding intonation.
In another study, Safer and Leventhal (1977) investi
gated ear differences in decoding emotion from emotional
tones of voice and from verbal content.

The stimuli con

sisted of taped passages, which had three emotional levels
(positive, neutral, and negative) of intonation, which
were crossed with three similar levels of emotional con
tent or meaning.

This made a total of nine different

emotional-tone/emotional-content combinations.

One half

of the subjects heard the tape in the right ear, and one
half heard the tape in the left ear.

If the subject

rated the passage correctly according to the tone of voice,
he was considered to have used tone as a cue.

Similarly,

if the passage was rated correctly according to the con
tent, the subject was considered to have used the content
of the passage as the appropriate cue.
The data showed that subjects who listened with the
left ear used the tone of voice significantly more often
than by chance, and subjects who listened with the right
ear used the content significantly more often than by
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chance.

They concluded that, in normal individuals, the

right hemisphere has a greater role in the processing of
non-verbal affective information.
Both these studies required the subject to indicate
his answer verbally.

Therefore, it is surprising that

there was a left ear advantage for emotional information.
On the other hand, these are the only two studies reported.
9

Perhaps if researchers required subjects to use non-verbal
response modes as Carmon and Nachshon (1973) did, more
researchers might find left ear advantages for identifying
non-verbal emotional expression.
The brain-behavior relationship in the ability to
express affect has been studied indirectly in normal sub
jects for the obvious reason that subjects cannot use
just half of their brains.

Indirect evidence that facial

expression is mediated by the right hemisphere has been
found by several researchers (Sackheim & Gur 1978, and
Borod & Carom 1980).

These data indicated that the

emotional expression on the left side of the face was
more intense than the emotional expression on the right
when subjects were asked to express an emotion.

Face-

ness during posed expression has been studied by bisect
ing a photograph and its negative image and then assem
bling the halves in left-left and right-right composites
(Sackheim & Gur, 1978), and by having three observers
rate faceness of videotaped subjects who were imagining
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themselves in different emotional situations (Borod &
Carom, 1980).
It is well known that the connections between the right
hemisphere and the left side of the lower face are stronger
than the connections between the right hemisphere and the
right side of the lower face.

Thus, if expression is

stronger on the left side of the face, then the control of
expression is probably located in the right hemisphere
rather than in the left.
STUDIES WITH COMMISSUROTOMY PATIENTS
Benowitz (1980) investigated the relationship between
affective behavior and brain functioning in subjects having
a radical commissurotomy, as well as subjects having unila
teral brain lesions.

He studied facial expressions, body

movements and intonational qualities of the voice.

To assess

each subject's ability to communicate emotion in these three
modes, each subject was given the Profile of Non-verbal
Sensitivity, a standardized test which assesses competence
in decoding non-verbal emotional cues.

His results indicated

that this decoding ability was mediated by brain substrates
that are almost completely different from those used in ver
bal language.

The data suggested that the right side of the

brain was particularly critical for evaluating facial ex
pressions, which is the principal channel of non-verbal sen
sitivity, but it was less specialized in understanding body
movements or the intonational qualities of the voice.
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STUDIES WITH BRAIN DAMAGED PATIENTS
Testing the comprehension of affect communicated by
facial expression in patients with brain damage is a recent
development in the assessment of functional losses due to
brain injury.

An early study (Kurucz, Feldmar and Werner,

1979) examined fourteen patients with chronic organic brain
syndrome with the added diagnostic requirement that these
patients have intact perceptual-verbal motor processing.
There were two control groups, adult volunteers (normal) and
psychiatric inpatients.

The experimental stimuli ranged be

tween simple line drawings and photographs of faces.

The

faces portrayed the emotions of happiness, anger, and sad
ness.

The first part of the test required subjects to name

the emotion on the face shown to them.

In the second part

of the test, three different facial expressions were shown
to the subject, and he was asked to pick out the picture
which portrayed the verbally named expression.

All normals

achieved perfect scores, and the psychiatric inpatient group
averaged 95% correct responses, while the chronic brain syn
drome group averaged 66%.

This was a significant difference

between the chronic brain syndrome group and the other two
groups.

Kurucz et al. concluded from this data that patients

with chronic organic brain impairment may have considerable
difficulty in the recognition of affect communicated by fa
cial expression.

Of importance was the fact that other
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neurological tests on the organic brain syndrome subjects
indicated that this was a specific neurologic disorder and
was not due to a limitation imposed by an underlying per
ceptual-cognitive impairment, i.e. the inability to recog
nize faces.

Some could identify faces only, some could

identify emotional expression only, and some could identify
both.

This study provided some evidence for the indepen

dence in the processes of identification of faces and iden
tification of emotion in faces.
In a second study using the same tasks, Kurucz, Soni,
Feldmar, and Slade (1980) tested 39 male patients from a
neurological ward; 5 with right hemisphere damage, 6 with
left hemisphere damage, 14 with diffuse bilateral damage, 2
with localized damage, and 12 with no detectable damage.
They found that the group without detectable damage did bet
ter on the tasks than either the right hemisphere damage or
left hemisphere damage groups and that these two groups, in
turn, did better than the diffuse bilateral damage group.
There was no significant difference between right hemisphere
damage and left hemisphere damage groups.

The results from

this study also support a dissociation between the recog
nition of faces and the recognition of affect communicated
by facial expression.

It should be pointed out that both

of these studies use verbal mediation in the tasks, so it
is possible that there would be a difference between pa
tients with left hemisphere damage and patients with right
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hemisphere damage if verbal mediation had not been required.
Also, the groups of subjects were very small.
A study reported by DeKosky, Heilman, Bowers, and
Valenstein (1980) investigated the comprehension of affect
in subjects with impaired brain function.

They used nine

subjects with right hemisphere damage, nine subjects with
left hemisphere damage, and nine normal control subjects.
The stimuli were six pictures of faces .expressing differ
ent emotions.

In the first task, the subject either named

the emotion on the face, or chose the correct face when
an emotion was named.

In a second task, the subject dis

criminated between (same-different) emotional faces pre
sented two at a time.

Although the patients with right

hemisphere damage tended to be more impaired than the
patients with left hemisphere damage, when asked to name
the emotion on the face or choose the correct emotional
expression when the verbal label was supplied (the first
task), the difference was not significant.

In the emo

tional discrimination task (the second task), both the
patients with left hemisphere damage and the patients with
right hemisphere damage performed significantly worse than
controls.

The right hemisphere damaged patients also

performed significantly worse than left hemisphere damaged
patients.

They concluded that the identification of emo

tional expression was mediated by the right hemisphere.
These results suggested that performance on non-verbally
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mediated tasks will often differentiate the performance
of left hemisphere damaged patients, but performance on
verbally mediated affective tasks sometimes will not dif
ferentiate between these two types of brain damaged
patients.
A recent study which examined comprehension of facial
expression in stroke patients was undertaken by Cicone,
Wapner, and Gardner (1980).

The subjects included 18

left hemisphere damaged patients, 22 right hemisphere
damaged patients, and 13 patients with bifrontal leukoto
mies.

One task was to match the emotion in the target face

to the emotion in one of four faces.

Results showed that

both right and left hemisphere patients did significantly
worse than the non-neurological control group.

Further

more, the right hemisphere patients were significantly
worse than left hemisphere patients on this task.

They

concluded that no single deficit yields emotional insen
sitivities after brain damage, but that right lesions
interfere more with the comprehension of emotion in facial
expression than left lesions.
Additional data collected in this study suggested a
dissociation between deficits in recognition of faces and
deficits in the recognition of emotional faces.

The sub

jects were given an additional facial recognition task.
In the subjects with right hemisphere damage there was no
consistent relationship between performance on this facial
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recognition task and performance on the facial expression
recognition task (r = .28, NS).
Kolb and Taylor (1981) investigated the non-verbal and
verbal expression of affect in epileptic patients who had
undergone a unilateral excision of cortical tissue for the
relief of their epilepsy.

Their subjects included those

with frontal excisions (7 left and 14 right), temporal
i*

excisions (13 left and 17 right), and parieto-occipital
excisions (4 left and 4 right).

The perception of emotion

in facial and verbal expression was measured by a non-verbal
photograph-matching test and a sentence matching test,
respectively.

Patients with lesions of the right hemisphere,

irrespective of the lesion site, were significantly impaired
on the photo matching test, whereas patients with lesions
of the left hemisphere were significantly impaired on the
verbal test.
An early study of intonation in stroke patients was
conducted by Heilman, Scholes and Watson (1975).

They used

subjects with unilateral hemisphere disease, six patients
with right temporoparietal lesions and six patients with
left temporoparietal lesions.

The emotional intonations

were happy, sad, angry, and indifferent.

In the experi

ment, the subjects heard 16 different sentences, containing
all combinations of the four emotions and four contents.
The subject responded by pointing to one of four line draw
ings corresponding to either the content of the sentence or
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to the facial expression matching the emotion conveyed by
the tone of voice.

The right hemisphere damaged subjects

scored 4.17 and left hemisphere damaged subjects scored
10.17 correct responses.
ence.

This was a significant differ

There was no clear reason why the right hemisphere

damaged patients had this deficit, because they could
identify emotional faces with a verbal cue.

Since all

right hemisphere damaged patients showed neglect and poor
performance on this task, Heilman et al concluded neglect
is more auditory than visual.
Tucker, Watson and Heilman (1977) have also studied
the stroke patient's ability to accurately discriminate
between different emotional intonations.

Their subjects

consisted of 11 patients with lesions in the right parietal
lobes who showed tri-modal neglect and 7 patients with left
hemisphere damage who had conduction aphasia.

The stimuli

consisted of four sentences of neutral content read in
four moods--angry, happy, sad or indifferent (16 combina
tions) .

Tucker et al tested both comprehension and dis

crimination of intonation.

The comprehension task consisted

of judging the mood of the sentence (naming).

The discrim

ination task consisted of discriminating between the same
sentences presented in all pair combinations, a total of
32 items.

In this second task, the subject was instructed

not to name or otherwise indicate the emotional mood of the
speaker for either stimuli, but to indicate if the mood
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was the same or different.

The results of both tasks

showed that the patients with right hemisphere damage per
formed worse than the patients with left hemisphere damage.
In the second part of this experiment, Tucker et al
found evidence that the ability to express affect was also
mediated by the right hemisphere.

They studied the evoca

tion of affectively intoned speech.

Their subjects, eight

right hemisphere damaged patients with trimodal neglect,
and eight normal controls were asked to repeat neutral
sentences in the given mood.
and rated by three judges.

These responses were taped
The normal subject's intona

tions were identified correctly more often than were into
nations of subjects with right hemisphere damage.

It

should be noted that there was no comparison group of
subjects with left hemisphere damage.
Ross and Mesulam (1979) reported case histories of
two patients who lost the ability to impart affective
qualities to their speech following lesions in the right
hemisphere.

The first case was a 39-year-old female who

spoke in an asthenic, unmodulated monotonous voice that
was devoid of inflection and coloring.

She stated that

she had not lost her ability to experience emotion but
she could not outwardly express emotion.

She had an

infraction residing in the right posterior frontal and
anterior parietal lobes in supra-sylvain distribution.
The second case was a 62-year-old left-handed male.

He
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appeared to have loss of normal prosidy.

That is, he had

difficulty in modulating the tone of his voice to match
the mood that he wanted to impart to the listener.

He

also showed an infraction involving the right posterior
frontal and parietal lobe in a supra-sylvian distribution.
There was only one task, in all the studies on nor
mals, in which right hemisphere superiority was in evidence
when verbal mediation was required in the task.

This was

in the study where naming of the emotion was required in
a dichotic listening task.

These relatively negative

findings for verbally mediated tasks suggest that the task
has to be entirely non-verbal for hemispheric differences
to occur.
Based on this review of the literature several hypoth
eses can be formulated.

(1) There may be a major func

tional system located within the right hemisphere which
mediates the comprehension and expression of affect,
(2) The expressive subdivision of the system may be located
in the temporal-parietal area, the comprehension subdi
vision may be located in the right temporal area and crossmodal affective associations may be mediated by the right
parietal lobe,

(3) Verbal mediation of emotion may involve

mediation by the left hemisphere,

(4) When verbal media

tion is required to perform the task, patients with either
right or left hemisphere damage may show a deficit on the
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task, (5) The affective functions may be dissociated from
visuo-spatial and speech functions.
THE PRESENT STUDY
The ability to understand and communicate affect
appears to be a specialized activity of the brain.

This

higher cerebral function is probably governed by a network
of neurons situated in both hemispheres„

It appears

likely that this network is composed of several delimited
regions in the right cerebral cortex, each one essential
to non-verbal communication of affect.
The present study was an initial attempt to construct
an assessment scale that would allow the investigation of
the neuroanatomical organization of those cortical regions
which are essential to the understanding and expression of
affect.

This assessment scale was intended to test the

many specific emotional functions, or mental abilities,
which appear to be integrated into the large functional
system.

The underlying premises of the scale is the same

as that used in studies which have investigated emotional
communication in brain damaged subjects.

In these studies,

it was hypothesized that lesions would interfere with
emotional functioning in the same manner as lesions inter
fere with intellectual functioning.

That is, a general

impairment would occur in connection with large brain
lesions and these broad deficits would be due to summation
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and interaction effects of tissue distruction at many local
function sites.

Further, smaller lesions, involving at

least some of the cerebral cortex, would likely result in
impairment of one or more functions in the system, while
sparing others.

It is argued that the neuroanatomical

organization of this functional system, which mediates
the comprehension of and the expression of affect, can
be explored by examining the functional^deficits of pa
tients who have localized brain damage with the assessment
scale developed in this study.
It appeared useful to divide these emotional mental
abilities into four major classes as Lezak (1976) has
divided intellectual mental abilities:

(1) receptive

functions which involve the abilities to acquire, process,
classify, and integrate information,

(2) memory functions

in which the information is stored and recalled,

(3) cog

nition or thinking which concerns the mental organization
and reorganization of information, and (4) expressive
functions through which information is communicated or
acted upon.

This project was limited to reviewing the

literature relevant to the neuroanatomical basis of the
first and fourth class of abilities and then developing
a scale to investigate these abilities.

The first class

includes the receptive functions such as the recognition
and discrimination of emotional expression.
functions would be called affective agnosia.

Loss of these
The fourth
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class included the expressive functions such as intonation,
drawing, physical gesturing, and facial expression.

Loss

of these functions would be called affective apraxia.
Affect can be communicated non-verbally in several
different ways.

Perhaps the most familiar and important

means of communicating affect is with facial expression.
Intonation is another familiar method.
other methods are also possible.
bal sounds and facial expressions.

However, several

The infant uses non-ver
Some of these sounds

are also used by adults, i.e., sobbing, screaming, and
laughing.

The artist is sophisticated in portraying emo

tions on faces, but children get the idea across in simple
schematic drawings of faces.

It is hypothesized that

these non-verbal ways of comprehending and expressing
affect are mediated by a large functional network within
the right hemisphere, and that these functions can be
tested using these methods of emotional expression.
The basic methodological issue found in the investi
gation of non-verbal communication of emotion was choosing
which stimulus materials and response options to use.
problem was reviewed by Strongman (1973).

This

With so many

options, no two researchers often chose the same methods.
The possible combinations are endless, and hence, results
of the different studies are hard to compare.

In addition,

some methods may not have been as reliable as others.

This
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study investigated the reliability of each task selected
to be included in the scale.
One last issue must be considered before the scale
can be used to assess impairment in emotional communica
tion.

It is not clear whether the personality of the indi

vidual might interfere with or enhance his ability to
express and understand non-verbal affective messages.

If

the personality of the individual influences his ability,
then this influence must be taken into account before an
accurate assessment of subsequent impairment can be made.
A review of the literature investigating the relation
ship between personality and non-verbal communication of
emotion revealed that some personality variables have been
found to be associated with success in transmitting non
verbal messages of emotion.

For instance, Buck, Savin,

Miller and Caul (1972) and Buck, Miller, and Caul (1974)
found a relationship between the ability to express emotion
and extroversion, female gender, high self-esteem, and test
anxiety.

Snyder (1974) found that self-monitoring tenden

cies correlated with successful expression.

Social appro

val seeking tendencies (Zaidel & Mehrabian, 1978) have been
shown to be related to the ability to express emotion.
the female gender (Hall 1978) has been implicated with
success in decoding emotional expression.
Each of these studies used different stimuli and/or
response options to measure the ability to communicate

Only
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emotion.

Each used different personality measures.

Thus

it is not difficult to understand why a central personality
trait which relates to the non-verbal communication of
effect has not been found.
In fact, some results are even contradictory.

Levy

(1964) found a positive relationship between sending and
receiving vocally expressed emotion.

Other studies have

reported an inverse relationship betweerj sending and
receiving (Lanzetta & Kleck 1970),

while still other

studies have found modality specific relationships.

For

example, Zaidel and Mehrabian (1968) found a positive
relationship between abilities as sender and receiver in
the vocal channel but a negative relationship in the
facial channel.
An excellent example of this type of study was per
formed by Cunningham in 1977.

He set out to investigate

the structure of non-verbal emotional communication and
personality correlates.

Recordings were made of voice,

face and body channels while the subject read content
standard material.

There were three conditions.

One

where the subject underwent mood induction of either ela
tion or depression, one where the subject was asked to
express elation or depression and one where subjects were
asked to place emphasis on body movements when they
expressed emotion.

Each subject in this experiment served

as a judge of the expressive behavior of two other subjects
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allowing a determination of the relationship between send
ing and receiving abilities and personality.
Cunningham found consistency in receiving ability
across channels; good receivers in one modality were good
receivers in the other modality.

He found a negative rela

tionship between non-verbal sending and receiving abilities
in all channels under all conditions; good receivers were
poor expressors and vice versa.

Neither-the Snyder Self-

Monitoring Scale nor the Marlowe Crown Social Desirability
Scale predicted sending success.

Individual's scores on

neuroticism correlated positively with judging success in
decoding expressions.
decoders.

Females were found to be better

They concluded that there are two types of indi

viduals, an "excitable intuitive encoder"— whose face was
an open book to others but not to himself, and an "inhibited
but insightful" decoder--who could interpret others' emo
tions but was himself hard to read.

The data suggested

that "extraversion and emotional responsiveness were rela
ted to encoding ability while neuroticism and female gender
were related to decoding ability."
Thus, it is expected that (1) females will be better
decoders than males,

(2) extroverts will be better expres

sors than comprehenders, and (3) neurotics will be better
comprehenders than expressors.
In summary, first a behavioral assessment scale needed
to be constructed which would measure the ability to
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perforin a number of different behaviors connected with the
comprehension and expression of affect.

Second, norms for

this scale needed to be established for a college age popu
lation.

Third, the relationship between the ability to

perform these behaviors and other individual differences
such as intelligence, sex, age, and personality needed to
be investigated.

CHAPTER III

METHODS

This section describes the series of studies which
resulted in the CUE scale, an instrument to assess the
specific mental functions involved in comprehending and
expressing affect.

The first step was identifying, iso

lating and limiting the specific abilities that could be
measured with a behavioral scale.

This was done on the

basis of the literature review in the previous chapter.
Six emotions--happiness, sadness, anger, fear, surprise,
and disgust--were selected as the basic emotions.

The

second step was to develop items which reliably measured
the existence of these abilities.

The third step was

examining the relationship between these abilities and
the demographic and personality characteristics of indi
viduals.

The fourth step, which would have been to investi

gate whether these abilities were indeed absent in patients
with circumscribed lesions, was beyond the scope of this
series of studies.
The CUE Scale is a behavioral scale that measures per
formance on 31 specific tasks either requiring the under
standing of affective expressions, and/or the ability to
respond with affective expressions.

These 31 tasks were

divided into nine subscales and grouped into two major
30
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scales as shown in Figure 1.

One major scale assessed the

comprehension of affective expression, the other assessed
expression of affect, and indirectly the comprehension of
affect and the transmission of information from the compre
hension to the expression centers of the brain.
The comprehension of emotional expression was tested
by three types of tasks.

One type of task was the match

ing of emotion within the kind of expression.

For example,

matching a photograph of a facial expression representing
a certain emotion to one in a set of six photographs of
facial expressions representing all six emotions including
the original expression.
tasks:

There were four kinds of matching

(1) photographs of faces,

(2) drawings of faces,

(3) intonations, and (4) non-verbal vocal sounds.

The

second type of task was matching of emotional expression
across modality.

There were four kinds of items:

(1) match

ing intonations to photographs of facial expressions,
(2) matching non-verbal vocal sounds to photographs of
facial expressions,

(3) matching intonations to drawings of

faces, and (4) matching non-verbal sounds to drawings of
faces.

The third type of task was matching the emotional

expression with one of six verbal labels.

There were four

kinds of emotional expression to identify in this manner:
(1) facial expressions,

(2) drawings of faces,

(3) intona

tions, and (4) non-verbal vocal sounds.
The expression of emotion and the transmission of
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Figure 1
Division of the CUE Scale into Subtests

Comprehension Scale
Identification (COMM)
Matching Photographs
Matching Drawings
Matching Intonations,
Matching Non-Verbal Vocal
Sounds

Naming (NAME)
Naming Photographs
Naming Drawings
Naming Intonations
Naming^Non-Verbal Vocal
Sounds

Cross-Modal (C-M)
Matching Intonations with Photographs
Matching Non-Verbal Sounds with Photographs
Matching Intonations with Drawings
Matching Non-Verbal Sounds with Drawings
Expression Scale
Imitation (COPY)
Imitation of Facial Ex
pression
Imitation of Intonations
Imitation of Non-Verbal
Vocal Sounds

Drawing (DE)
Drawing from Photographs
Drawing from Intonations
Drawing of Non-Verbal
Sounds

Facial Expressions (FE)
Facial Expression from
Drawings
Facial Expression from
Intonations
Facial Expression from
Non-Verbal Sounds

Intonations
Intonation
Intonation
Intonation
Sounds

Non-Verbal Vocal Sounds (SE)
Non-Verbal Sounds from
Photographs
Non-Verbal Sounds from
Intonations
Non-Verbal Sounds from
Drawings

Expression upon Verbal Com
mand (VC)
Facial Expression
Drawing
Intonations
Non-Verbal Vocal Sounds

(IE)
from Photographs
from Drawings
from Non-Verbal
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information from the comprehension center to the expression
center was tested by six types of tasks.
of task was imitation.

The first type

The subjects imitated the emo

tional expressions represented in six facial expressions,
in six intonations, and in six non-verbal vocal sounds.
The second type of task was representing an emotion in a
facial expression.

There were three ways the particular

emotion to be expressed was communicated to the subject:
(1) in the drawings of faces,

(2) in intonations, and

(3) in non-verbal vocal sounds.

The third type of task

was representing an emotion in the intonation of a neutral
sentence.

Again, there were three ways the particular

emotion to be expressed was communicated to the subject:
(1) in facial expressions,

(2) in drawings of faces, and

(3) in non-verbal vocal sounds.

The fourth type of task

was representing an emotion in a non-verbal vocal sound.
Again, there were three ways the particular emotion to be
expressed was communicated to the subject:
expressions,
faces.

(1) in facial

(2) in intonations, and (3) in drawings of

The fifth type of task was representing emotions

in drawings of faces.

There were three ways the emotion

to be represented was communicated to the subject:
non-verbal vocal sounds,

(1) in

(2) in facial expressions, and

(3) in intonations of a sentence.

Finally, the last type

of task was communicating an emotion upon being given the
verbal label of the emotion.

The subject expressed the
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emotions in the intonation of sentences, with non-verbal
sounds, with facial expressions, and in drawings of faces.
The instructions for administering the scale are given in
Appendix A.
In general, the following method was used in the
development of the tasks measuring comprehension.

A large

number of potential items were given to a number of groups
of college students.

Item-analyses were performed on the

data from each task to select the most internally consis
tent set of items.

For the subtests measuring expression

of affect, the stimuli indicating the emotion to be
expressed were the same stimuli as those selected for the
comprehension subtests.

OVERVIEW OF THE PILOT STUDIES
The initial studies of the series had several pur
poses.

The first was to select six pictures of different

facial expressions that would reliably communicate each
of the six emotions.

Another goal was to find photographs

to pair with each of these six "target" photographs that
would produce reliable discrimination (same-different)
items.

The third purpose was to investigate the validity

and reliability of using drawings of emotional faces as a
measure of the ability to express emotion.
The first task, that of selecting six reliable and
accurately identifiable photographs of different emotional
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facial expressions to use as stimuli throughout the scale,
was successful.

Throughout the pilot work, the item-total

correlations for the six pictures selected were constantly
between .6 and .7 (except for those photographs which
were correctly identified 100% of the time).

These photo

graphs were identified verbally with an average of 85%
accuracy.

The second task, that of producing reliable

discrimination items using pictures, wa§ a failure.

There

fore, it was decided that a matching format would be used
instead of the discrimination format throughout the com
prehension scale.

The third task, assessing the validity

and reliability of drawing emotional faces as a measure
of the ability to express emotion, was successful.

The

results indicated that the ability to express an emotion
by drawing a face was closely related to the ability to
name an emotional expression in a photograph of a face.
When the differences between the subject's drawings of
the six emotions was taken into account (in this case the
number of different eyes, mouths, and eyebrows), the total
number of differences correlated highly with the number
of correctly identified emotions in photographs of faces.
The next series of studies was conducted to select
six drawings from previous subject's drawings that would
reliably communicate the six emotions and to collect into
nations of the neutral sentence "The boy went to the store"
and intonations of non-verbal sounds.

The vocal stimuli
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would be tested for validity and reliability in future
studies.
The studies were successful in identifying six draw
ings that met the criteria.

The six drawings were identi

fied with an average accuracy of 85%, and their item-total
correlations were consistently between .33 and .79 in sub
sequent studies.
The attempt to identify good intonations from student
productions and to use them to find valid and reliable
stimuli for these tasks was not successful.

First, the

student's intonations were judged to be happy or surprised
most of the time and never judged to be fearful.

This

indicated that the verbal message of the sentence was not
adequately neutral.

A new sentence "What are you going

to do?" was selected for future pilot work on intonations.
Second, student productions were not of adequate quality,
and editing the tape was difficult.

Third, testing the

stimuli in a large room with many subjects did not pro
duce acceptable results.

Therefore, it was decided to

use individuals known to be able to project emotion in
their voice to produce the stimuli, and to use the language
laboratory to test vocal items for validity and reliability.
The third series of studies were conducted to select
the most accurately identified intonations and non-verbal
vocal sounds to use as stimuli (six of each) and response
options (36 of each) for the auditory part of the scale.
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In addition, the ability of individuals to produce drawings
of faces that would communicate the same emotions as the
auditory stimuli was tested.
In running this series of studies, it was discovered
that the experimenter's attempts to produce emotional
intonations and non-verbal vocal sounds were almost always
the most reliable and accurately identified items.

There

fore, it was decided that the experimenter would produce
the stimuli and response options for the tasks requiring
matching of intonations and non-verbal vocal sounds.
Inspection of the faces drawn when auditory stimuli were
used to communicate the emotion to be expressed in the
drawing showed that subjects were able to perform the
task with acceptable accuracy.
The last series of studies was undertaken to confirm
that (1) the items produced for the matching of intona
tions and non-verbal vocal sounds tasks were reliable and
accurate,

(2) the items produced for the matching of emo

tion in drawings of faces task were reliable and accurate,
and (3) the items produced for the cross modal tasks were
reliable and accurate.
The 36 response options for the task requiring the
matching of emotional expressions in drawings of faces
were drawn by the experimenter using student drawings as
a guide.

They proved to be accurate and reliable.

The

data confirmed that the intonations and non-verbal vocal
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sounds were identified with a high degree of accuracy (70%),
and were internally consistent (item-total correlations
ranged between .4 and .7).

Some of the cross-modal items

were not as reliable or as accurate as the rest of the
items on the scale, but overall the items provided a good
assortment.
It can be seen that the major share of the pilot work
went into producing items for the comprehension scale.

The

major task encountered in developing the expression tasks
was to devise a scoring system that would be reliable.

It

was decided to use each set of six emotional expressions
as a unit, and score on the basis of intensity and differ
ences between expressions.

The score for each unit was

essentially the number of different expressions with in
tensity taken into account.

The scoring criteria are

given in Appendix B in more detail.
Each of the studies that made up the pilot work on
the scale are described in more detail in the following
section.

The methods and procedures of gathering the

normative data are described in study nine.

These data

were analyzed in terms of demographic and personality
variables.
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STUDY 1
Purpose
This initial study was conducted to select internally
consistent items for measuring the ability to comprehend
emotion represented by facial expression.

The items re

quired the subject to discriminate between two emotional
expressions, that is, to determine whether two expressions
were the same or different.
The second purpose of this study was to gather draw
ings of facial expressions to use as stimuli on the scale
and to develop a scoring system for the drawings.
Method
Materials
For the discrimination of emotion conveyed by facial
expression task, four "target" photographs were selected
from Ekman's collection of photographs showing facial
expressions.

Each of these four slides was paired with

12 slides of assorted facial expressions from this collec
tion .
For the drawing of faces task, a sheet of paper with
one of the names of the six emotions printed below each
of six 3x3 inch spaces was provided for the subject to
draw a face on.
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Subjects
The subjects were 22 Psychology 101 students who
received class credit for their participation.
Procedure
The subjects were seated in a large classroom.

The

"target" facial expression was projected on the right
hand side of a screen.^ The subjects, all run in one
group, were asked to empathize with the expression expres
sed by the "target" face and to determine whether this
emotion was the same or different from another emotional
expression projected on the left hand side of the screen.
The "target" facial expression was visible during the
entire presentation of the 12 slides paired with it.

The

slides, to be compared with the "target slide" were exposed
for 1/3 second and the subject was asked to indicate his
or her answer on a sheet.

The subjects were asked to draw

faces expressing the emotions indicated on the sheet.
Results
An item analysis was performed on the data gathered
from the discrimination task.

The results showed that the

most internally consistent items were same discriminations.
Seven items were selected that had positive correlations
with the total.

For these items, the correlations ranged

between .17 and .60 and coefficient

was .522.

The .
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item-total correlations of the 15 items which were answered
correctly by all subjects in this study could not be mea
sured, but items which are answered correctly by nearly
all normal individuals are needed in the scale for better
discrimination between impaired and non-impaired abilities
to comprehend emotion.
The schematic faces were ranked according to subjec
tive judgement.

It was noted that the higher ranked draw

ings had more features and that these features differed
between the emotions.

To obtain an objective measure

of the ability to represent an emotion in the drawing of
a face, a score was obtained by summing the number of
different mouths, eyes, and eyebrows drawn on each of the
six faces.

These scores correlated .79 with the experi

menter's subjective rankings of the faces; that is, how
well the emotions were thought to be represented.

This

suggested that differences between emotional expressions
in the same person, whether in drawings, facial expressions,
intonations, or non-verbal sounds, could be used as a cri
terion to score the individual's ability to express emo
tion .

STUDY 2
Purpose
This study was conducted to confirm the reliability
of the items selected in Study 1 for the comprehension of
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emotion in a facial expression task and to select additional
items.

More drawings were collected to be used for stimuli

and these drawings would also be used to test the obser
vation that the more differentiated drawings were better
at conveying expressions of emotion.
Methods
Materials
The same photographs were used in the second study,
although most were paired with a different "target" face.
There were more items that involved the same discrimina
tion than in the first.

The same answer sheet was used

for drawing affective faces.
Subjects
The subjects were 28 high school students visiting
the Psychology Department.
Procedure
Same as Study 1.
Results
An item analysis was performed, and the results
showed that many of the different items were the best
discriminators (19 items correlated positively with the
total score).

Thirteen items were answered correctly by

all the subjects.

The items that were answered correctly
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by all the subjects were analyzed in comparison to those
missed by four or more.

It was found that there were nine

pairs of emotional expressions that seemed to be easy
(sad-happy, happy-fear, fear-surprise, angry-happy, dis
gust-happy, disgust-surprise, sad-fear, sad-surprise, and
happy-surprise) and six pairs that seemed to be difficult
(angry-disgust, disgust-sad, angry-sad, angry-fear, angrysurprise, and disgust-fear).

The six best different dis

crimination items were combined with the three best same
discrimination items to form

a scale.

The item-total

correlations ranged between .18 to .70.

Coefficient

for

these nine items was .62.
The schematic drawings were ranked subjectively and
scored using the previously described scoring system.

The

experimenter's subjective rankings correlated .72 with the
scores obtained using the scoring system.

This result

suggested that measuring the amount of differentiation
in emotional expression was an objective way to score emo
tional expression and that it was at least as reliable as
subjective rankings.

STUDY 3
Purpose
The purpose of this study was fourfold:

(1) to repli

cate the previous item-total correlations obtained for
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facial expression discrimination items,

(2) to select items

for the comprehension of emotion expressed in drawings of
faces task,

(3) to investigate the procedure used to obtain

the responses of subjects asked to express emotion in
facial expressions, intonations of a neutral content sen
tence, and intonations of non-verbal sound, and (4) to
select items for the verbal identification of facial
expression task.
Method
Materials
The materials for each task are described below.
Discrimination of facial expression task.

The stimuli

were the 12 items selected from previous studies plus 6
additional items involving the same discrimination.
Discrimination of affect expressed in schematic faces
task.

The six emotions, fear, surprise, anger, happiness,

disgust, and sadness were also used for this task.

Draw

ings of schematic faces were gathered from the previous
two groups of subjects and the best 36 drawings were chosen
for use as response options and reproduced on slides.

The

best six, one of each emotion, were chosen as "target"
drawings.

Each of these "target" drawings were presented

with 6 of the other 30 items as discrimination items.
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Expression upon verbal command task.

There were no

stimuli for the facial expression of emotion task.

For

the intonation task, the subject was asked to repeat the
neutral content sentence "The boy went to the store" in
tones of voice representing the six emotions listed above.
For the drawings of emotional faces, the subject was asked
to draw a face expressing the six emotions in the spaces
provided on a sheet.
Identification of affective facial expression task.
The stimuli for this task are 48 photographs from Ekman's
collection of facial expressions.
Subjects
The subjects were 14 Psychology 101 students who
received class credit for their participation.

All the

subjects were right handed.
Procedure
The subjects were seated in a large classroom.

The

procedures are described in the order of presentation.
Discrimination of facial expression task.

The proce

dure was the same as in studies 1 and 2.
Discrimination of schematic faces task.

The "target"

schematic face was projected on the right side of the
screen.

The subjects were asked to empathize with the

emotional expression and determine whether that feeling
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was the same as or different from a second schematic face
projected to the left side of the screen.

The "target"

face remained on the right side during the entire set.
The second slide was shown for 1/3 second.

Subjects were

asked to record their responses on an answer sheet.
Expression upon verbal command tasks.

These tasks,

except for the schematic face task, were administered in
a second session.

The vocal expressions were audio taped

and the facial expressions were videotaped.

The subjects

were asked to express each of the six emotions with a
facial expression, in a drawing of a schematic face, and
in the tone of voice they used to repeat the sentence
"The boy went to the store."
Identification of affective facial expression task.
The photographs were projected on a screen for 1/3 second.
The subjects were asked to identify the emotion expressed
in each photograph and write it on the answer sheet.

Then

they were given six verbal labels from which to choose,
and asked to identify the same photographs again using
only these six labels.
Results
An item analysis was performed on the facial expres
sion discrimination items.

It was found that the item-

total correlations were significantly different from those
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obtained for these items previously.
only 2/3 of the previous average.

The average score was

It seemed that items

which were internally consistent for one group of subjects
were not internally consistent for the next groups of sub
jects.

This difference suggested that the discrimination

task was unreliable for testing the comprehension of emo
tion.

The data from this study indicated that subjects

who missed the most "same" discriminations were the same
subjects who gave more emotional categories when they named
the emotions expressed in photographs.

This data suggested

that the reason discrimination items were unreliable indi
cators of comprehension was because the answer that was
given depended upon the number of categories a subject
used to identify emotion.

That is, there was an inverse

relationship between correct responses on the discrimina
tion task and number of categories used by the subject
to identify emotions.

Thus, if number of categories indi

cates the subject's ability to make fine discriminations
between emotions, the better comprehender will miss more
"same" discriminations.

Therefore, the discrimination

tasks were changed to matching tasks.

In the matching

task, the subject will match the emotion expressed in
the first stimuli with the emotion expressed in one of a
set of six immediately following stimuli.
The item-analysis for the discrimination of schematic
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faces was not interpreted since this task will also be
changed to a matching task.
Examination of the video tape of subject's attempts
to represent an emotion in a facial expression revealed
that it was difficult to isolate the expression to be
scored.

It was decided that, for both subject identifi

cation and isolation of the emotional expression, the
subject would hold a piece of paper with a number on it
in front of them until ready to make the expression.

They

would lower the paper from in front of their face, make
the expression, and then recover their face.
The pool of intonations were examined to select the
best items to use in future studies involved in the
development of the scale.

Four experimental students,

who received credit for assisting in the experiment,
judged which emotion was being expressed by the subject.
The goal was to select the intonations that were correctly
identified by all four of the judges.

Most of the into

nations were judged to be happy; none of the intonations
were judged to be fear.

It became obvious that the sen

tence "The boy went to the store" could not be expressed
adequately in all six emotions.

After much deliberation

the sentence "What are you going to do?" was selected for
investigation.
An item-analysis of the data obtained from the task
of verbally indentifying the emotion represented in facial
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expression resulted in 22 reliable photographs.

The six

most reliable and accurately identified photographs, one of
each emotion, were selected to be stimuli in future
studies.

The other reliable photographs were used as

correct response options.

STUDY 4
Purpose
One purpose of this study was to select stimuli and
response options for the task requiring the matching of
emotions represented in drawings of faces.

Another pur

pose was to check the reliability and accuracy of the six
facial expressions selected for stimuli on the scale and
to gather accuracy information about pictures to be used
for response options in the facial expression matching
task.

A third purpose of the study was to check the reli

ability and accuracy of 12 schematic faces selected for
possible stimuli on the scale, and to gather accuracy
information on drawings used for response options on the
drawing task.

A fourth purpose was to investigate the

adequacy of the sentence "What are you going to do?" as
a neutral content sentence.
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Method
Materials
The materials used in this study are listed below.
Matching of expression represented by schematic faces
task.

The 36 response options, 6 of each emotion, which

were the best faces collected in previous studies, were
*

reproduced on a sheet of paper (forming .a 6x6 matrix) and
copies were made for each subject.

The stimuli for the

items were 12 slides of schematic faces picked from the
pool of drawings made in previous studies.

There were 2

faces representing each of the 6 emotions.
Identification of facial expression task (recall and
recognition).

The items were 48 slides of Ekman1s photo

graphs .
Identification of schematic faces task (recognition).
The items were 36 slides of schematic faces selected from
faces drawn in previous studies.
Expression of emotion upon verbal command task.

Same

as previous studies.
Subjects
The subjects were 30 Psychology 101 students who re
ceived credit for their participation.
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Procedure
The subjects were seated in a large classroom.

The

tasks were presented in the order in which they are de
scribed .
Matching of schematic faces task.

The 36 response

options, placed in a 6x6 matrix, were given to the sub
ject.

Then a schematic face was projected on the screen

for 1/3 second.

The subject was given the column of the

matrix from which he was to select the affective expression
most like the face on the screen.
were paired with two stimuli.

Each column of drawings

The subject recorded the

position number of the schematic face on the answer sheet.
Identification of facial expressions task (recall and
recognition).

The slides of the photographs were projected

upon the screen and the subject asked to name the emotion
being expressed.

The series was shown again, and the sub

ject asked to select the best option from the set of six
emotions--fear, happiness, anger, surprise, disgust, and
sadness.
Identification of schematic faces task (recognition).
The slides of the schematic faces were shown and the sub
ject asked to indicate which of the six names was the best
label for the emotional expression.
Expression of emotion upon verbal command tasks.

The
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schematic face task was administered in the first session.
The same procedure was used as described in Study 3.

The

expression of emotions with facial expressions, intonations
of a neutral content sentence and non-verbal vocal sounds
were elicited in a second session.

The subject was asked

to express each of the six emotions one at a time.

The

emotional facial expression upon verbal command task was
administered in a small room where there was a video camera
set up.

The subjects were asked to set in a chair and hold

a paper in front of them.

They were told that when they

were ready to make the expression, to lower the paper, make
the expression, then raise the paper again.

They were

given the emotions written on a piece of paper.
After making the facial expressions, the subjects were
asked to repeat the sentence, "What are you going to do?"
in the six emotional tones of voice given on the list.
The sentences were recorded on audiotape.

The subjects

were then asked to make a non-verbal sound that might be
used to express each of the six emotions.

These sounds

were also recorded on audiotape.
Results
An item-total correlational analysis was performed
on the responses to the 12 items in the matching of sche
matic faces task.

The items with the highest correlations

for each of the six emotions were selected for inclusion
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in the scale.

Four of the items (each a different emo

tion) had item-total correlations between .35 and .69.

Two

of the emotions, the worst items, had item-total correlations
of .3 and .14.

It was decided to improve the set of 36

schematic drawings used for response options rather than
replace any of the six schematic face stimuli that had
proved to be reliable previously.
To test the reliability of the six„photographs selec
ted in previous studies, item-total correlations were
calculated.

The item-total correlations were consistent

with previous results.

The subjects had been asked to

identify the emotions represented in 43 additional photo
graphs.

The best items from this pool were selected to

be the correct photographs in the matching task.
In the facial expression upon verbal command task,
the placing of a paper in front of the face between ex
pressions proved to be effective in isolating the emotional
expression to be scored.
Four students, who were receiving credit for assist
ing in the research, listened to the sentences and non
verbal sounds and judged which emotion was being expressed
by the subject.

The best items, 36 sentences and 32 non

verbal vocal sounds were selected for the next experiment.
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STUDY 5
The purpose of this study was (1) to test the relia
bility of the six matching of emotions represented in
facial expression items which had been selected for the
scale in previous studies,

(2) to test the reliability of

the six matching of emotions represented in drawings
items which had been s.elected in previous studies,

(3) to

test the reliability of identifying the six photographs
and the six schematic faces which had been selected for
the scale in previous studies, and (4) to select the best
non-verbal sounds and intonations for inclusion in the
scale.
Method
Materials
The following materials were used in this study.
Matching of emotion represented in facial expressions
task.

The set of six reliably identified photographs,

target stimuli, and 36 photographs, response options, were
used in this task.
Identification of emotion represented in facial ex
pressions and in schematic drawings tasks.

The set of 6

reliably identified schematic faces, stimuli, and the set
of 36 redrawn schematic faces, response options, were used
in these tasks.
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Identification of emotion represented by facial ex
pression and in schematic drawing tasks.

The six reliably

identified photographs and set of six reliably identified
schematic faces were used in these tasks.
Identification of intonations and non-verbal vocal
tasks.

The 36 neutral content sentences said in 6 emo

tional tones of voice and 32 non-verbal vocal sounds
selected from the previous experiment were used in these
tasks.
Subjects
The subjects were 24 college students who received
class credit for participating in the study.
Procedure
The subjects were seated in a large classroom.

The

tasks were presented in the following order and manner.
Matching of photographs task.

Each target photograph

was projected on a screen and the subjects were asked to
choose one of six photographs which followed as represent
ing the same emotion.

The subject circled the number of

the photograph on the response sheet.
The matching of schematic faces task.

The same pro

cedure used for the photographs was used in presenting the
schematic faces.
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Identification of emotion represented by facial ex
pression and in schematic faces tasks.

Each stimuli was

projected on a screen and the subjects were asked to iden
tify the emotion by indicating which of the six emotions
it represented.
Identification of emotion conveyed in the intonation
of neutral sentences and in non-verbal vocal sounds tasks.
Each stimuli was played and the subject was instructed to
identify it by selecting one of the six verbal choices
provided and writing the name on the answer sheet.
Results
The item-total correlations for identification of
emotion in facial expressions and drawings of faces ranged
between .43 and .83.

The item-total correlations for the

matching items, both facial expressions and drawings of
faces, were between .12 and .72.

The reliability of these

four tasks appeared adequate for the scale.
The subjects had difficulty hearing the intonations
and the sounds.

The item-total correlations were high but

the overall accuracy of responses was low.

It was decided

that using student productions for stimuli and testing
the reliability in a large room was not productive.
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STUDY 6

The purpose of this study was to select the target
stimuli and response options for the intonation and non
verbal vocal sound tasks.

Eight individuals with profes

sional acting experience agreed to read the neutral sen
tence in the six different emotional tones of voice and
to produce six non-verbal vocal sounds that would cummunicate the six different emotional states.

The experimenter

also produced one set of intonations and non-verbal sounds.
Method
Materials
The tape of intonations and non-verbal sounds recorded
for this study.
Subjects
The subjects were 12 psychology students who received
class credit for participating in this study.
Procedure
This study was performed in the language laboratory.
Each subject heard the stimuli through head phones.

They

were asked to identify which of the six emotions each of
the intonations and non-verbal vocal sounds represented.
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Results
Item-total correlations were calculated for each of
the items.

For the six intonations selected for the scale,

the item-total correlations ranged between .22 and .75
with accuracy rates between .39 and .90%.

For the six

non-verbal sounds selected for the scale,the item-total
correlations ranged between .16 and .82 with accuracy
rates between .42 and .83%.

It was discovered that the

experimenter's intonations and sounds were consistently as
good or better than the other individuals' productions.
It was decided that the experimenter would produce the
stimuli and response items for the matching of intonations
task and the matching of non-verbal sounds task.

STUDY 7
The purpose of this study was to verify the relia
bility of the intonations and sounds selected to be stimuli
on the scale, to check the reliability of the matching of
intonations and non-verbal vocal sounds tasks, and to
confirm that subjects could draw faces representing the
emotions that they heard in the intonations and non-verbal
sounds.
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Methods
Materials
The materials used in this study were the tapes made
for the matching of intonations and matching of non-verbal
sounds by the experimenter and the six intonations and
six non-verbal sounds selected for the scale in the pre
vious study.

,

Subjects
The subjects were 21 students enrolled in Psychology
101.

They received credit for their participation.

Procedure
The session was held in the language laboratory.
matching tasks were given first.

The

The subjects were in

structed to decide which of the six items following the
"target" stimulus expressed the same emotion as the
"target" stimulus.

Following these tasks, the subjects

were asked to draw a face which would express the emotion
they heard expressed in the intonations and non-verbal
sounds.

The set of 12 stimuli was played.

was allowed 2 minutes to draw each face.

The subject
Then the set of

12 intonations and non-verbal sounds were played again and
the subject was asked to identify which of the six emo
tions each intonation or non-verbal sound expressed.

Results

Item-total correlations were calculated for each item.
For the matching of intonations task the item-total cor
relations ranged between .44 and .70 and the accuracy
ranged between .6 and .95.

For the matching of non-verbal

sounds tasks, the item-total correlations ranged between
.52 and .80 and the accuracy ranged between .70 and .93.
For the identification of intonations, the item-total cor
relations ranged between .2 and .6 and the accuracy ranged
between .68 and .90.

For the identification of sounds,

the item-total correlations ranged between .1 and .5 and
the accuracy ranged between .89 and .97.

The subjects were

able to comprehend the drawing task and in general the
drawings appeared to accurately reflect the emotion expres
sed .

STUDY 8
The purpose of this study was (1) to investigate the
reliability of the scale,

(2) to gather normative data,

and (3) to investigate the ability to communicate emotion
non-verbally as a function of intelligence, anxiety, sex,
extraversion and age.
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Method
Instruments
The subjects were administered the CUE Scale, which
was developed in this research, the Vocabulary, Block
Design and Object Assembly subscales of the WAIS, the
Speilberger Trait Anxiety Scale, the Beck Depression In
ventory and the Eysenck Personality Inventory.
The Vocabulary subscale of the WAIS is a measure of
verbal intelligence and the Block Design and Object Assem
bly subscales are measures of performance or non-verbal
intelligence.

The Speilberger Trait Anxiety Scale is a

20-item paper and pencil test measuring the usual anxiety
level of the individual.

The Beck Inventory is a 21-item

pencil and paper test measuring the degree of depression
experienced by the individual.

The Eysenck Personality

Inventory is a 57-item pencil and paper test measuring
the dimensions of extraversion-introversion and neuroticism.
Subjects
The subjects were 45 right-handed college students
who received class credit for their participation.

There

were 20 males and 25 females.
Procedure
The tests were administered in three sessions.
first session, which was administered to small (10-15

The
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subjects) groups in the language laboratory, took approxi
mately one hour.

The subjects completed, in the following

order, the matching of sounds and intonations tasks, the
cross-modal matching of sounds and intonations with sche
matic faces tasks, the drawing from sounds and intonations
tasks, the Speilberger Trait Anxiety Scale, Eysenck's
Personality Inventory, and the Vocabulary subscale of the
WAIS.

The second session, which was administered indi

vidually in a small classroom, took approximately one hour
The subject completed in the following order, the Object
Assembly and Block Design subscales of the WAIS, the match
ing of schematic faces and facial expression tasks, the
cross-modal matching of intonation and non-verbal sounds
with facial expressions tasks, the drawing from facial
expressions task, the expressing of emotion in intonations
and non-verbal sounds given non-verbal sounds, intonations
photographs and drawings tasks.
were recorded on audiotape.

The vocal expressions

The third session, which took

place in an experimental room, took approximately one-half
hour.

The subjects completed in the following order, the

imitation of facial expression tasks, the facial expres
sion from drawings, sounds and intonation tasks, the
facial expression upon verbal command task, the non-verbal
vocal sounds upon verbal command task, the intonations
upon verbal command task, the drawing faces upon verbal
command task, and the identification of non-verbal sounds,
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intonations, facial expressions, and schematic faces tasks.
The sounds were recorded on audiotape and the facial
expressions on video tape.

Photographs of approximately

one-half the subjects were taken posing the six facial
expressions.
Preliminary work had indicated that the subjects'
expressions needed to be identified and isolated from each
other for scoring ease.

This problem was solved for draw

ings by providing squares in which to draw the face.
facial expressions were recorded on video tape.

The

During

these tasks, the subject held a 8 1/2 by 11 inch piece of
paper, which had a subject number on it, in front of his
face until ready to make the expression.

Then the paper

was lowered, the emotion expressed, and the paper replaced
in front of his face after he was finished.

In the

recording of vocal expressions, the subject turned on the
tape recorder when he was ready to make the expression.
He expressed the emotion, followed it with an identifying
letter, and then turned off the tape recorder.
Following the last session, each subject was debriefed.
The scale and the purpose of the study was explained to
each subject.

After the results were analyzed, each sub

ject was sent a brief summary of the results.

CHAPTER IV

RESULTS

STATISTICAL PROPERTIES OF THE SCALE
The reliability of the CUE Scale was measured by its
internal consistency. , Coefficient

cc

was calculated for

the comprehension scale and measures analogous to coeffi
cient

a_

and split-half reliability were calculated for the

Full Scale.
Comprehension Scale
One way to measure the internal consistency of a
scale is to examine the correlations of individual items
with the total score of the test.

Item-total correlations

for the items in each task were calculated.
are shown in Table 1.

The results

The lowest item-total correlation

is .09 and the highest .80.

Only six out of the 72 cor

relations were non-significant at the .05 level.

One

reason for the low item-total correlations for some items
was the high degree of accuracy (95%) with which these
items were answered.

Some items with a high degree of

accuracy for college students are needed on the test.

The

internal consistency of these items will have to be
assessed later when data is gathered on lower functioning
individuals.

Some of the low item-total correlations
64
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Table 1

Item-Total Correlations and Accuracy
Comprehension Scale

Item
1
2
3
4
5
6

I-T
.21
.64
.62
.60
.43
.55

Accuracy
.98
.70
.63
.60
.91
.86

Matching-Intonations
Item
1
2
3
4
5
6

Matching - Drawings
Item
1
2
3
4
5
6

I-T
.62
.33
.59
.46
.55
.53

Accuracy
.74
.56
.88
.88
.72
.91

Cross Modal Drawing-Sound

1
2
3
4
5
6

I-T
.66
.66
.69
.56
.52
.80

Accuracy
.90'
.77
.93
.70
.70
.88

Cross Modal Photograph-Sound
Item

.64
.57
.61
.10

Accuracy
.88
.63
i
—1
00

1
2
3
4
5
6

.09
.60

.58

•

.81
.49
.40
.72
.77
.81

Item

00

.68
.53
.29
.40
.50
.64

Accuracy

.81
.67
.60
.65
.95
.81

Matching-■Sounds

pi

1
2
3
4
5
6

I-T

Accuracy

.70
.55
.51
.44
.43
.52

i
H

Item

I-T

00
cn

Matching-Photographs
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Table 1 (Continued)
Cross-Modal Drawing-Intonations
Item
1
2
3
4
5
6

I-T

Accuracy

.12
.44
.55
.47
.71
.64

.12
.70
.33
.79
’ .63
.58

Naming - Sounds
Item
1
2
3
4
5
6

I-T
.11
.37
.49
.29
.50
.34

1
2
3
4
5
6

Item
1
2
3
4
5 ,
6

I-T
.38
.61
.64
.31
.56
.44

Naming

Accuracy
.98
.88
.93
.86
.86
.93

Naming - Photographs
Item

Cross-Modal Drawing-Sounds

I-T

Accuracy

.00
.61
.67
.62
.00
.73

1.00
.84
.84
.74
1.00
.84

Item
1
2
3
4
5
6

Accuracy
.23
.63
.47
.44
.67
.60

Intonations
I-T
.74
.72
.02
.40
.55
.35

Accuracy
.67
.79
.95
.90
.81
.77

Naming - Drawings
Item
1
2
3
4
5
6

I-T
.79
.64
.67
.57
.33
.43

Accuracy
.72
.81
.84
.95
.93
.86
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occurred when the number of correct responses were less
than that expected by chance.
were numbers 19 and 40.

These low accuracy items

Item 19 involved matching the

emotion expressed by intonation with that in one of 6
drawings of facial expressions.

Item 40 involved matching

the emotion expressed by a non-verbal sound with that in
one of 6 photographs of affective facial expressions.
These same stimuli (intonation and sound) were identified
correctly verbally 67 and 88% of the time, respectively.
In the other subtests in which these stimuli were used,
the percentage of correct responses were 23 and 39% respec
tively.

These items were the least accurately identified

stimuli in their respective tasks and on the test as a
whole.

The emotions being expressed in these stimuli

were disgust and anger, respectively.

These emotions

were shown to be the hardest to identify in pilot work.
Coefficient

<X

is the basic formula for determining

the reliability based on internal consistency.

Coefficient

<X sets an upper limit to the reliability of tests con
structed in terms of the domain sampling model.

If it

proves to be low, either the test is too short, or the
items have very little in common.

Reliability estimated

from internal consistency usually is very close to the
reliability estimated from correlations between alterna
tive forms.

Coefficient

is calculated from the variance
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of the individual items, the variance of the total test,
and the number of items on the test.

The formula is

K -1

where K is the number of items on the test
is the variance of the individual items
crf is the variance of the total test.
If the 72 items wfere combined to form a coefficient
for the whole comprehension scale, the value would be .80.
However, it should be noted that these 72 items make up
12 subtests which were standardized before they were added
together to form the comprehension score.

Therefore,

this is an approximate ^ for the comprehension scale.
Expression Scale
The expression tasks were scored by three individuals,
the experimenter and two students.

Both of the students

were taught the criteria for scoring the facial expres
sion by the experimenter.

The correlation between the

scorers was found by taking the average of the correla
tions between each pair of scores.
for facial expression.

This average was .88

One of the students was taught

the criteria for scoring the vocal responses and the other
was told to use the same criteria as that used for scoring
the facial expressions.

The first student's scores for

the vocal responses correlated .83 with the experimenters
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while the second student's scores correlated .78 with the
experimenters.

The average for vocal responses was .79.
Full Scale

Since the scoring of the CUE Scale did not allow for
the determination of coefficient i or a split-half com
parison, two analogous measures were used to approximate
its reliability.

First, a method analogous to computing

coefficient cl was used.

The 31 tasks were treated as

separate items and used in the formula for coefficient c(_ .
This method gave a reliability coefficient of .91.
was not a true coefficient

This

but a conservative estimate.

A second method, analogous to the split-half com
parison, was also used to estimate reliability.
was divided into two equivalent tests.

The scale

Each test con

tained the same number of tasks measuring similar abili
ties.

For example, both tests contained two tasks measur

ing the ability to represent emotion in facial expressions.
That is, one of the tests included tasks in which the sub
ject represented with facial expressions the emotions
expressed (1) in drawings, and (2) in intonations; in the
other test were tasks in which the subject represented
with facial expressions the emotions (1) expressed in non
verbal sounds, and (2) asked for verbally.

The correla

tion between these tests, using the Spearman-Brown formula
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and correcting for the shorter length of the test, was
.94 (Nunnally 1978,

d

. 212).

STATISTICAL PROPERTIES OF THE TASKS
There are 31 tasks on the CUE Scale.

Their means,

standard deviations, and ranges are shown in Table 2.

In

terms of raw scores, the maximum possible score was 6 and
the minimum 0.

The means on most tasks were approximately

4, the standard deviation approximately 1.1 and the range
between 2 and 6.

Several of the tasks were more difficult.

For example, on the expression task which required the
subject to draw faces expressing the same emotion they
heard expressed in different intonations, the average
score was 2.9, while the average scores on 3 of the naming
tasks were above 5.

Some of the tasks were more discrimi

nating than others.

For example, the standard deviation

for the least discriminating task, the imitation of sounds,
was .59 while the standard deviations for the most dis
criminating tasks were 1.4.

Only 5 of the tasks had

standard deviations less than 1.0.

Thus, some of the tasks

will be better at discriminating between normals and indi
viduals with impaired ability.

On 5 of the comprehension

tasks, at least 1 normal individual scored as low as 0
leaving no room for discriminating between normal and im
paired ability on those tasks, although subscales composed
of these tasks may differentiate between normal and
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Table 2
Means, Standard Deviations, Minimums and
Maximum Scores Tasks on the CUE Scale

Photo-photo matching
Drawing-drawing match
Sounds-photo
Intonation-photo
Intone-intone match
Sounds-sounds match
Sounds-drawing
Intonations-drawing
Name sounds
Name intonations
Name photos
Name drawing
Facial-photos
Facial-drawing
Facial-sounds
Facial-intonations
Facial-verbal
Imitation-sounds
Sounds-intonations
Sounds-photos
Sounds-drawings
Sounds-verbal
Intonation-imitation
Intonations-sounds
Intonations-photo
Intonation-drawings
Intonations-verbal
Drawing-photo
Drawing-sounds
Drawing-verbal

Mean

SD

4.7
4.6
4.0
3.1
4.5
4.9
3.9
3.1
5.5
4.9
5.2
5.2
4.3
4.2
4.3
3.3
4.5
5.5
3.4
3.8
4.1
4.9
4.7
4.3
3.6
3.9
4.3
3.8
3.8
4.3

1.2
1.2
1.3
1.3
1.3
1..3
1.3
1.4
.6
1.2
1.0
1.2
1.0
1.2
1.0
1.2
1.2
.6
1.3
1.2
1.2
1.1
1.0
1.1
1.4
1.4
1.1
1.0
1.1
1.0

Min.
1
2
0
0
0
0
1
0
4
2
2
2
3
2
3
1
2
4
1
2
2
2
3
2
1
1
2
2
1
2

Max.
6
6
6
5
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
5
6
6
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impaired ability.

Most expression tasks had low scores of

at least 2, leaving room for differentiating between those
with normal ability and those with impaired ability.
The task scores (sum of 6 items requiring the same
ability) were standardized to a mean of 10 and a standard
deviation of 2 before they were combined to form the sub
tests on which the following analyses are based.

See

Table 3 for the means and standard deviations of the tasks
before and after they were standardized.
Table 3
Means and Standard Deviations for
the CUE Subscales
Mean

SD

Standardized Mean

SD

Full Scale

131.5

19.3

310

32.5

Expression

78.1

13.5

190

23.6

Comprehension

54.4

7.4

120

11.4

Name

20.9

2.6

40

4.7

COMM

18.8

2.9

40

4.8

CM

14.3

3.7

40

5.6

Copy

14.5

2.0

30

4.6

DE

11.2

4.0

30

4.4

IE

11.8

3.3

30

5.1

SE

11.5

3.0

30

4.9

FE

12.0

2.7

30

5.0

VC

17.8

3.8

40

6.0
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INTERCORRELATIONS BETWEEN THE SUBTESTS
The intercorrelations between the nine CUE Subtests,
Comprehension, Expression and Full Scale scores are given
in Table 4.

It can be seen that the nine subtests corre

lated between .15 and .76 with each other.

The lowest

correlation was between verbal identification and the ex
pression of emotions with non-verbal sounds.

The highest

was between expression upon verbal command and facial
expression of emotion.

The nine subtests correlated with

the Comprehension Scale between .40 for intonation and
.73 for cross-modal matching of emotion.

The nine sub

tests correlated with the Expression Scale between .30 for
verbal identification and .91 for expression of emotion
on verbal command.

The Comprehension Scale correlated

.66 with the Expression Scale.

The nine subtests corre

lated with Full Scale EQ (Emotional quotient) between .46
for verbal identification of emotion and .88 for expression
of emotion upon command.

FACTOR ANALYSIS OF THE SCALES
Factor analysis delineates groupings of variables.
It sorts individual items into groups where the items
within the group correlate substantially with each other
and the correlation between the groups is low.

Factor

analysis determines to what extent hypothesized measures
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of a construct measure the same dimension or break up into
clusters of variables that measure different dimensions.

Table 4
Interrelationships Between the Subscales
NAME

COMM

CM

COPY

DE

IE

SE

FE

VC

EXP

NAME
-

COMM

0.24

CM

0.29

0.43

COPY

0.18

0.41

0.30

DE

0.33

0.43

0.49

0.21

IE

0.22

0.59

0.41

0.54 0.28

SE

0.15

0.43

0.43

0.51

FE

0.30

0.61

0.41

0.68 0.35

0.69 0.57

VC

0.24

0.65

0.47

0.63 0.51

0.73 0.65 0.76

COMP

0.68

0.73

0.80

0.40 0.57

0.54 0.45 0.59 0.61

EXP

0.30

0.66

0.53

0.75

0.85 0.80 0.86 0.91

TOTS

0.46

0.77

0.67

0.69 0.60 0.81

0.31

0.55

0.74

0.66

0.74 0.84 0.88

Comprehension Scale
The 12 tasks in the Comprehension Scale were factored
by the principal components method.
tained.

Two factors were re

The second step in the stepwise analysis was to

rotate factors.

This was done to obtain a more interpre

table set of factor loadings and to facilitate estimates
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of the scores of people on the factors.
tion was used.

A varimax rota

This method maximized the sum of variances

of squared loadings in the columns of the factor matrix.
The factor loadings are shown in Table 5.

The results of

the analysis suggested that the tasks in the Comprehension
Scale can be divided into two types, verbal and non-verbal.
Two of the verbal tasks loaded high on one factor and five
of the non-verbal tasks loaded high on the other factor.
The tasks that had small variances because of a ceiling
effect, especially the verbal tasks, did not load on either
factor.
Table 5
Factor Analysis of the Comprehension Scale
Task
Photo-Photo
Draw-Draw
Sound-Draw
Intone-Draw
Sound-Sounds
Intone-Intone
Sound-Photo
Intonation-Photo
Name Sounds
Name Intonations
Name Photo
Name Draw

Factor 1

Factor 2

.47
.00
.33
.51
.59
.34
.63
.47
.08
.11
.11
-.06

.26
.30
.03
.42
.04
- .03
.18
.40
.10
.52
.22
.84

Variance Explained by Each Factor
1.72
1.57
Non-verbal
Verbal
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Expression Scale
The 19 tasks of the Expression Scale were factored
by the same method described above.

The 4 factor solution

suggested that the tasks on the Expression Scale can be
divided into 4 types.
Table 6.

The factor loadings are shown in

Intonation and non-verbal sound, tasks which may

describe non-verbal auditory expression^of emotion, had
high loadings on Factor 1.

It should be noted that the

imitation of these expressions did not load on this fac
tor.

Tasks requiring the representation of emotion in a

drawing of a face tasks had high loadings on Factor 2.
Facial expression of emotion tasks had high loadings on
Factor 3.

The imitation of emotion tasks had high factor

loadings on Factor 4.

Thus, the four factors were oral

expression, facial expression, drawing, and imitation of
emotion.
Full Scale
The 31 tasks which made up the Full CUE Scale were
factored by the same method described above.

The five

factor solution showed five interpretable groups of tasks.
Factor loadings are shown in Table 7.

Factor 1 could be

described as a general ability to express emotion non-verbally in auditory form.

Tasks that had high factor load

ings on 1 did not include tasks in which emotion is
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Table 6

Factor Analysis of the Expression Scale
Task

Factor 1

Copy Facial Exp.
Facial Exp. - Draw
Facial Exp. Sound
Facial Exp. Inton.
Facial Exp. Verbal
Copy Sound
Sound - Intonation
Sound - Photo
Sound - Draw
Sound - Verbal
Copy Intonation
Inton. - Sound
Inton. - Photo
Inton. - Draw
Inton. - Verbal
Draw - Photo
Draw - Sound
Draw - Inton.
Draw - Verbal

Factor 2

Factor 3

Factor 4

.17
.38

.08
.20

.10
.07

.75
.62

.36

.25

.15

.67

.28

.03

.27

.58

.26
.10
.46
.78
.67
.76
.32
.54
.81
.74
.59
-.08
.17
.28
.15

.14
.05
.24
.14
-.02
.14
.04
-.16
.16
.21
.13
.55
.58
.49
.65

.05
.91
.43
.07
.17
.11
.41
.27
.16
-.08
.08
.07
-.07
-.05
.24

.77
.18
.06
.26
.20
.22
.44
.33
.34
.37
.45
.02
.04
.40
.27

Variance Explained by Each Factor
Factor 1

Factor 2

Factor 3

Factor 4

4.40

1.64

1.52

3. 52

Auditory

Drawing

Imitation

Facial Expression
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Table 7

Factor Analysis of the CUE Scale
Task

Factor 1 Factor 2

Photo - Photo
Draw - Draw
Sound - Draw
Intone - Draw
Sounds - Sounds
Intone - Intone
Sound - Photo
Intone - Photo
Name - Sounds
Name - Intone
Name - Photos
Name - Drawings
Copy Facial Exp.
Facial Exp. - Draw
Facial Exp. - Sound
Facial Exp. - Intone
Facial Exp. - Verbal
Copy Sound
Sound - Intonation
Sound - Photo
Sound - Draw
Sound - Verbal
Copy Intonation
Intonation - Sound
Intone - Photo
Intone - Draw
Intone - Verbal
Draw - Photo
Draw - Sound
Draw - Intone
Draw - Verbal

.58
-.13
.12
.31
.43
.15
.61
.61
.19
.20
-.00
.02
.01
.10
.08
-.11
-.03
.10
.33
.26
.17
.13
-.21
-.03
.30
.27
.06
.34
.59
.27
.45

.24
.60
-.04
.36
.15
.04
-702
.35
.01
.09
-.17
.27
.33
.52
.52
.46
.47
.19
.41
.77
.62
.76
.46
.67
.80
.78
.67
-.16
.04
.28
.12

Factor 3
-.11
.10
.46
.39
.44
.46
.20

.ro
.10
-.04
.08
.07
.70
.59
.56
.40
.68
.08
-.01
.13
.08
.09
.24
.03
.17
.24
.36
.21
.32
.41
.37

Factor 4 Factor 5
.14
.15
.01
.25
-.06
.01
.19
.13
.08
.56
.44
.79
.12
.15
.11
.19
.13
.04
-.05
-.11
.08
-.16
.07
.03
.04
.21
.01
.31
-.19
.19
.20

.11
-.14
-.03
-.10
.24
.11
.12
-.01
.27
.04
.28
-.06
.20
.07
.20
.30
.06
.65
.45
.10
.14
.19
.57
.24
.19
-.09
.09
.17
-.03
.13
.41

Variance Explained by Each Factor
Factor 1

Factor 2

Factor 3

Factor 4

Factor 5

6.14

2.61

3.31

1.10

1.82

Auditory

Drawing

Verbal

Imitation

Facial Exp.
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imitated.

Factor 2 could be described as testing the abil

ity to express and comprehend symbolic representations of
emotion (drawings of faces).

Other tasks that had high

factor loadings on Factor 2 included cross-modal matching
of sounds and intonations with drawings and using drawings
to express emotion.
on this factor.

Matching of photographs also loaded

Factor 3 could be described as testing

the ability to represent an emotion in § facial expression
Tasks that had high factor loadings on Factor 3 were those
requiring the facial expression of emotion.

Factor 4

could be described as testing the ability to verbally
identify emotions.

Factor 5 could be described as testing

the ability to imitate auditory emotion expression.

Only

the two imitation of auditory emotional expression tasks
loaded on this factor.

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE SUBSCALES AND
SUBJECT CHARACTERISTICS
In analyzing the correlations between the subscales
of the CUE and the demographic, intellectual, and person
ality variables (see Table 8) several observations were
made.

First, all of the expression subtests correlated

highly with Object Assembly.

Second, the drawing expres

sion subscale (DE) correlated highly with all three of the
subscales from the WAIS.

Third, four out of six of the

expression subscales correlated highly with extraversion;
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Table 8

Correlations Between Subscales and Demographic,
Personality and Intellectual Variables
Anx

E-I

N

VOC

BD

OA

Naming

.08
(.61)

-.09
(.57)

.18
(.26)

.05
(.76)

.41
(.008)

.15
(.36)

.26
(.10)

Matching

.09
(.58)

-.12
(.45)

.13
(.41)

.01
(.95)

.09
(.58)

.21
(.17)

.32
(.04)

Cross-Modal

.11
(.48)

-.01
(.93)

V— J

-.03
(.87)

~ .21
(.19)

.05
(.78)

.17
(.30)

Imitation

.36
(.02)

.13
(.41)

-.30
(.06)

.12
(.48)

.24
(.12)

.16
(.31)

.32
(.04)

Drawing
Expression

.13
(.41)

-.29
(.07)

.11
(.50)

.06
(.71)

.28
(.09)

.43
(.005)

.31
(.05)

Intonation
Expression

.21
(.19)

.00
(.99)

.36
(.02)

-.04
(.79)

.10
(.54)

.15
(.35)

.31
(.05)

Sound
Expression

.00
(.99)

.00
(.99)

.15
(.35)

.19
(.25)

.23
(.15)

.27
(.09)

.32
(.04)

Facial
Expression

.27
(.08)

-.36
(.02)

.35
(.03)

-.11
(.52)

.14
(.40)

.23
(.15)

.44
(.004)

Expression
Upon Verbal
Command

.26
(.10)

-.21
(.19)

.33
(.03)

-.13
(.41)

.29
(.07)

.33
(.03)

.41
(.008)

/— \

Age

>-* 1
o o
o o

Subscale

( ) Indicates probability
Abbreviations:
Anx = Anxiety
E-I = Extraversion-Introversion
N

= Neuroticism

VOC = Vocabulary (WAIS)
BD

= Block Design (WAIS)

OA

= Object Assembly (WAIS)
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the exceptions were the drawing and sound expression sub
scales.

These results suggested that the behaviors involved

in the non-verbal expression of emotion might be partially
dependent on the same general ability as the behaviors
involved in the performance scale of the WAIS.

Further

more, the ability to represent emotion in the drawing of a
face was the non-verbal communication ability most highly
related to general intellectual ability*.

In addition, the

ability to express emotion non-verbally, with the excep
tion of the more symbolic modes such as drawing, was highly
related to personality.

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE CUE SCALE AND
SUBJECT CHARACTERISTICS
Sex
The relationship between scores on the CUE Scale and
sex was investigated using an ANOVA.

Comprehension scores

were entered into a one-way analysis of variance to ascer
tain if there was a difference in performance on the Com
prehension Scale between males and females.

The results

showed that females were significantly better than males
on the Comprehension Scale (F[1.34]=6.12; p=.019).

Expres

sion Scale scores were entered into a one-way analysis of
variance to determine if there was a difference in per
formance on the Expression Scale.

The results showed that
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males and females did not differ on the Expression Scale
(F[1.34]=2.09; p=.16).
Intelligence
The correlations between the three intelligence mea
sures (Vocabulary, Block Design and Object Assembly) and
the three EQ (Emotional Quotient) scores (Expression,
Comprehension and Full Scale) were computed.
can be seen in Table 8.

The results

Vocabulary, a measure of verbal

intelligence, correlated significantly with Comprehen
sion EQ (r=.32, p=.04) and Full Scale EQ (r=.31, p=.05).
Block Design, a measure of performance or non-verbal IQ
(Intelligence Quotient), correlated significantly with
Expression EQ (r=.32, p=.04) and approached significance
for Full Scale EQ (r=.30, p=.06).

Object Assembly, another

measure of non-verbal IQ, correlated significantly with
all three EQ scores, Comprehension (r=.34, p=.03), Expres
sion (r=.46, p=.003) and Full Scale (r=.45, p=.003).

The

IQ range of the subjects was restricted, since they were
college students, although the means were close to average.
Vocabulary ranged between scaled scores of 6 and 13 with
a mean of 9 and SD of less than 2.
8.1 and SD of 2.6.

The norm is a mean of

Block Design ranged between scaled

scores of 6 to 16 with a mean of 11 and standard deviation
of approximately 3.

The norm for Block Design is a mean

of 9.3 and a SD of 2.7.
v.

Object Assembly scaled scores
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ranged between 5 and 15 with a mean of 9 and SD of 5.

The

norm for Object Assembly is a mean of 10.2 and SD of 3.0.
The lower norm and larger SD for Object Assembly in these
subjects could have contributed to its higher correlation
with the 3 measures of EQ.

The correlations between age and the three CUE Scales
(Comprehension, Expression and Full Scale) were computed.
The correlation between age and Expression EQ approached
significance (r=.26, p=.10) as shown on Table 9.

The age

range of the subjects was 18 to 39 years, with a mean of
20 and a standard deviation of 4.7.

When a variable with

a restricted variance has this much correlation with an
other variable, one might expect the correlation to be
significant when the range is expanded.
Personality Variables
The correlations between the personality variables
of Anxiety, Extraversion and Neuroticism and the EQ scales
(Comprehension, Expression and Full Scale) were computed.
The results are in Table 9.
cant.

One correlation was signifi

Expression EQ was correlated to Extraversion

(r=.34, p=.03).

Comprehension did not correlate very high

with Extraversion (r=.14, NS).

It thus appeared that

Extraversion was related more to Expression than to
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Comprehension of emotion.

Anxiety scores ranged between

25 and 58 with a mean of 35.9 and SD of 7.69.

Extraversion

scores ranged between 4 and 19 with a mean of 12.3 and SD
of 3.1.

Neuroticism scores ranged between 2 and 19 with a

mean of 10.5 and SD of 4.5.

Table 9
*

Correlations Between CUE Scale^Scores and
Demographic, Personality and
Intellectual Variables
Independent
Variables

Comprehension

Expression

Full Scale

Age

.13
(.43)

.27
(.09)

Anxiety

-.10
(.54)

-.23
(.15)

Extraversion

.14
(.40)

.33
(.04)

.29
(.07)

Neuroticism

-.02
(.90)

-.08
(.61)

— .07
(.68)

Lie

.02
(.90)

-.16
(.32)

— .11
(.50)

Vocabulary

.32
(.04)

.27
(.09)

.31
(.05)

Block Design

.18
(.26)

.32
(.04)

.30
(.06)

Object Assembly

.34
(.03)

.46
(.003)

.45
(.003)

.24
(.13)
-

.20
(.21)
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PREDICTING FULL SCALE EQ FROM THE
CHARACTERISTICS OF SUBJECTS
The variables of sex, age, Vocabulary, Block Design,
Object Assembly, Anxiety, Extraverstion, and Neuroticism
were entered into a stepwise multiple regression to pre
dict Full Scale EQ.

Sex, Extraversion and Vocabulary pre

dicted 38% of the variance.
Assembly.

Another 4% was added by Object

The results are shown in Table 10.

No other

variables met the 0.15 significance level for entry into
the model.

Inspection of the individual correlations be

tween predictors and the criteria suggested Object Assembly
probably would have predicted more of the variance than
Vocabulary except that Extraversion and Object Assembly
were significantly correlated and accounted for some of
the same variance (r=.30, p=.05).

Table 10
Multiple Regression Predicting Full Scale
EQ from Intelligence, Extroversion,
Neuroticism and Sex
R2 = .38

F (3,32) = 5.92,

p < .0025

B Value
Intercept

-4.73

Sex

.081

Extraversion

.079

Vocabulary

.066

36

FACTOR ANALYTIC STUDIES
To ascertain the relationship between the factors
obtained from factor analysis of the Comprehension, Expres
sion and Full Scale EQs and the characteristics of the
individual, factor scores for each individual were com
puted, and the correlation between the individual's factor
scores and the demographic and personality variables were
calculated.
Comprehension Scale
The relationship between factor scores on the Compre
hension Scale and other subject characteristics are shown
in Table 11.

Factor 1, which included most of the non

verbal subtests (female=l, male=2).

Factor 2, for which

the major variable was naming of drawings, correlated with
Vocabulary (r=.31, p=.04) and Object Assembly (r=.32,
p=.03).
Expression Scale
The relationship between factor scores on the Expres
sion Scale and other characteristics of the subject are
shown in Table 12.

Factor 1, the auditory expression fac

tor, had no significant correlations with other subject
variables.

This was interesting because both of these sub

scales correlate highly with Object Assembly (see Table 7)
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Table 11

Correlation of Factor Scores with Demographic,
Personality and Intellectual Variables
Comprehension Scale

Independent Variables

Non-verbal
Factor 1

Verbal
Factor 2

Age

.07
(.67)_

.07
(.65)

Anxiety

-.10
(.53)

.08
(.62)

Extraversion

.01
(.97)

.18
(.26)

Neuroticism

.04
(.81)

.15
(.32)

Lie

-.11
(.47)

.01
(.95)

Vocabulary

.14
(.36)

.31
(.04)

Block Design

.08
(.60)

.18
(.24)

Object Assembly

.12
(.43)

.32
(.03)

Factor 2, the ability to express different emotions in
the drawings of faces, correlated with Anxiety (r=-.40,
p=.01), Vocabulary (r=.41, p=.01), Block Design (r=.40,
p=.01) and Object Assembly (r=.33, p=.04).

Factor 3, the

ability to imitate different emotions vocally correlated
with lie (r=.40, p=.01).

Finally, Factor 4, the ability to
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represent different emotions via facial expressions, cor
related significantly with age (r=.37, p=.03), Anxiety
(r=-.0.30, p=.06), Extraversion (r=.36, p=.02), and Object
Assembly (r=.37, p=.02).

Table 12
Correlation of Factor Scores with Demographic,
Personality and Intellectual Variables
Expression Scale
Independent
Variables

Auditory
Factor 1

Drawing
Factor 2

Facial
Factor 3

Verbal
Factor 4

Age

.01
(.93)

.12
(.47)

.13
(.40)

.37
(.02)

Anxiety

.10
(.55)

-.40
(.01)

.06
(.71)

-.30
(.06)

Extraversion

.13
(.41)

.00
(.99)

.24
(.14)

.36
(.02)

.00
(1.00)

-.25
(.12)

.22
(.16)

-.16
(.33)

Lie

-.15
(.35)

.18
(.27)

-.40
(.01)

.00
(.97)

Vocabulary

.11
(.51)

.41
(.01)

.19
(.24)

.07
(.69)

Block Design

.19
(.23)

.40
(.01)

.02
(.89)

.11
(.49)

Object Assembly

.21
(.18)

.33
(.04)

.05
(.77)

.37
(.02)

Neuroticism
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Full Scale EO
The relationship between the factors of the CUE Scale
and the subject characteristics are shown in Table 13.
Factor 1, indexing the ability to express emotion vocally
and facially (non-verbal expression of emotion), corre
lated with Object Assembly (r=.28, p=.08) and Extraversion
(r=.31, p=.05).

Factor 2, perhaps indigating the ability

to comprehend and express emotion in drawings, did not
correlate with any of the subject characteristics.

Fac

tor 3, the ability to represent emotion with facial
expressions, correlated with age (r=.44, p=.004), Anxiety
(r=-.36, p=.02), Neuroticism (r=-.30, p=.06), and Object.
Assembly (r=.28, p=.08).

Factor 4, the ability to ver

bally identify emotion, correlated with Vocabulary
(r=.33, p=.04).

Factor 5, the ability to imitate emo

tional expression, correlated with lie (r=-.37, p=.02).
The patterns of these relationships suggested that
the non-verbal expression of emotion depended in part upon
non-verbal cognitive abilities, or intelligence, and extra
version, while verbal identification of emotion was more
closely related to verbal intelligence.

Facial expression

of emotion related to many variables, including age,
anxiety, neuroticism and non-verbal intelligence.
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Table 13

Correlation of Factor Scores with Demographic,
Personality and Intellectual Variables
Full Scale
Independent
Variables

Auditory
Factor 1

Drawing
Factor 2

Facial
Factor 3

Verbal
Factor 4

Imitation
Factor 5

Age

.10
(.53)"

.01
(.96)

.44
(.004)

.03
(.86)

.06
(.73)

Anxiety

.03
(.83)

-.02
(.92)

-.36
(.02)

.12
(.46)

-.16
(.34)

Extraversion

.31
(.05)

-.11
(.50)

.14
(.39)

.07
(.67)

.18
(.27)

Neuroticism

.01
(.94)

.08
(.62)

-.29
(.06)

.08
(.64)

.12
(.47)

Lie

-.19
(.25)

.05
(.77)

.15
(.35)

.11
(.49)

-.37
(-02)

Vocabulary

.08
(.62)

.25
(.12)

.10
(.55)

.33
(.04)

.24
(.13)

Block Design

.12
(.44)

.11
(.51)

.10
(.55)

.14
(.38)

.25
(.12)

Object Assembly

.27
(.08)

.10
(.54)

.28
(.08)

.08
(.59)

.21
(.20)

FURTHER ANALYSIS
To further analyze the relationship between the Expres
sion Scale, Comprehension Scale, Extraversion, and Anxiety
(Neuroticism) a cluster analysis using these variables
was performed to classify subjects.

Each resulting cluster

consisted of individuals whose scores on these measures
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correlated highly with one another on these four variables
and had comparatively low correlations with other clusters.
The subject's scores are plotted in Figure 2 in terms of
their comprehension and expression scores.

The fact

that expression depended almost entirely upon comprehen
sion prevented many scores from falling in the fourth
quadrant (expression better than absolute level of compre
hension) .
The seven cluster solution divided subjects in the
following manner.

In the first quadrant, where both com«

prehension and expression were above the mean, were two
large groups (1 and 5).

Group 1 contained subjects who

were relatively better expressers than comprehenders and.
better than average in both comprehension and expression.
Group 5 contained subjects who were relatively better
comprehenders than expressers and were above average in
both comprehension and expression.

In the second quad

rant, there was a group of subjects (2) who were much bet
ter comprehenders than expressers.

They were above average

in comprehension but substantially below average in expres
sion.

In the fourth quadrant, there were four small

clusters of subjects, one relatively better comprehenders
than expressers (4), one relatively better expressers than
comprehenders (3), one group of subjects who were slightly
below the mean on both comprehension and expression and,
(6) two subjects who were very different from other
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Figure 2

Cluster Analysis

Expression

/

1 = Group 1
2 = Group 2

3 = Group 3
4 = Group 4

5 = Group 5
6 = Group 6

7 = Group 7
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subjects formed a small cluster (7).

This last group were

very poor in both comprehension and expression.
One of the hypotheses advanced was that extroverts
express emotion better than they comprehend emotion and
introverts comprehend emotion better than they express emo
tion.

Partial support for this hypothesis was found.

Extraversion correlated positively and significantly with
expression scores.

This hypothesis can be tested directly

by comparing some of the groups produced by the cluster
analysis.

Group 1 contained better expressers than com-

prehenders and Group 2 contained better comprehenders
than expressers.

Thus, t-tests were used to check the

differences between Groups 1 and 2, in terms of subject
variables.
The results showed that the group of subjects which
expressed emotion relatively better than they comprehended
it were significantly less anxious than the group who
were better comprehendors than expressors (T[11]=3.23,
p=.007).

They were not significantly different in extra

version (T[11]=-.05, p=.96).

These two groups proved to

be significantly different in expression (T[11]=-4.16,
p=.002), but not in comprehension (T[ll]=-.03, p=.97).
The same relationship existed between groups 3 and 4,
but the level of comprehension and expression were below
the mean.

The results of t-tests comparing these two

groups were similar to the results comparing groups 1 and 2.
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Subjects who were better expressers than comprehenders
were also less anxious than those subjects who were better
comprehenders than expressers.

The t only approached

significance (t[6]=-1.6, p=.16), probably because of the
size of the groups being compared.

Again, extraversion

was not significantly different (t[6]=1.03, p=.34).

These

results suggested that anxiety rather than extraversion
■9

was the discriminating factor between those subjects who
are better at expressing than comprehending emotion and
subjects who are better at comprehending than expressing
emotion.
Correlational data has shown that extraversion was
related to expression of emotion.

Thus, if Groups 1 and 2

(above average expression and comprehension) were added
and compared to the combination of Groups 3 and 4 (below
average expression and comprehension) there should be a
difference in extraversion.

In this analysis, the subjects

who were above average in both expression and comprehen
sion were significantly more extroverted (t[16]=2.64, p=.02)
but were no different in anxiety (t[16]=-.49, p=.63) than
subjects who were below average in both expression and
comprehension.

The combined group (1 and 2) proved to be

better in both comprehension (t[19]=-5.54, p=.0001) and
expression (t[19]=-6.8, p=.0001) than the other combined
group (3 and 4).
These results seemed to indicate that having good
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emotional communication skills in both comprehension and
expression was related to being extroverted, whereas hav
ing relatively less expression than comprehension skills
was related to being anxious.
In analyzing the expression and comprehension scores
as a function of extraversion and anxiety, it appeared
that subjects who scored above the mean in comprehension
showed a much clearer relationship between expression of
emotion and the personality variables of extraversion and
neuroticism than those subjects who scored below the mean.
It was therefore decided to divide the subject pool into
two groups, a group of good comprehenders and a group of
poor comprehenders and examine the relationship between
expression and the variables of intelligence, extraversion,
sex, and neuroticism.
As discussed previously, the Expression Scale depended
almost completely upon being able to comprehend emotion.
Only one subscale, expression of emotion on verbal command,
did not depend upon non-verbal comprehension.

Thus, in

order to get an estimate of the ability to express emotion
that was not confounded with non-verbal comprehension,
the expression upon verbal command (VC) subscale was used
as the measure of the ability to express emotion in the
following analysis.
Each of these two groups of subjects were analyzed
separately to determine which variables were significant in
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predicting subject scores on the expression of emotion
upon verbal command (VC) subscale.

Table 14 shows the

multiple regression predicting VC from the personality
variables of extraversion, neuroticism and intelligence
for subjects who scored above the mean on the Comprehension
Scale.

Neuroticism entered the equation first and pre

dicted 18.9% (p=.014) of the variance.

Another 21.4%

(p=.013) of the variance was predicted when extraversion
entered the equation for a total of 41% of the variance.
Block Design accounted for another 6.5% (p=NS) of the
variance.
of VC.

No other variables were significant predictors

When Block Design was used as the only predictor,

it contributed 11% of the variance.

Thus, it can be shown

that personality accounts for a large portion of the vari
ance in the expression of emotion (VC) for subjects who
scored above the mean in comprehending emotion.
Table 14 shows the regression equation predicting VC
from extraversion, neuroticism, intelligence and sex for
subjects who scored below the mean on comprehension of
emotion.

Object Assembly scores entered the regression

equation first and predicted 39% (p=.001) of the variance.
Extraversion and neuroticism added a negligible amount
of variance (2.2%), which was more than when they were
used alone to predict VC.

Thus, performance on Object

Assembly (non-verbal intelligence) was the primary pre
dictor of performance on VC for those subjects who
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performed below the mean on comprehension of emotion.

Sex

was a secondary predictor.

Table 14
Multiple Regression Equation Predicting VC
from IQ, Extraversion and Neuroticism
(Subjects Above the Mean)
R2 = 41

F (2 ,20 ) = 6.96

= .005

B Value
5.10

Intercept
Extraversion
Neuroticism

jp

.51
-.53

Block Design did not make a significant contribution.
(Subjects Below the Mean)
R2 = 39

F (1,15) = 6.38

p = .001

Extraversion and Neuroticism did make a contribution.

In summary, subjects who scored above the mean on the
Comprehension Scale were different from those who scored
below the mean.

The VC performances of subjects scoring

above the mean were predicted mainly by personality vari
ables of extraversion and neuroticism while the VC perfor
mances of subjects scoring below the mean were predicted
mainly by Object Assembly (non-verbal intelligence).

In
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other words, expression of emotion on verbal command
seemed to be directly related to intelligence up to a cer
tain mastery level as measured by competence in the com
prehension of emotion.

After a certain level of mastery

has been achieved, the expression of emotion upon verbal
command seemed to be directly related to extraversion and
inversely related to neuroticism.

CHAPTER V

DISCUSSION

"As it is commonly conceived, emotion is bound up
with feeling" (Strongman 1973).
coming from the "gut."

Emotion is regarded as

The perception of emotion in others

is considered to be an intuitive endowment that varies from
individual to individual; it is an unlearned response to
feeling in another.

The expression of emotion is thought

to be spontaneous and innate; it is something that happens
automatically when the individual experiences feelings.
Emotion is feeling--or is it?
The objective of this research was to develop a scale
which would improve our understanding of the comprehension
and production of emotional expression in terms of both
neurological functioning and individual characteristics.
The validity of the scale as a tool to discriminate between
various neurological impairments was beyond the scope of
this project.
Since the results of previous studies have suggested
that individual differences in the comprehension and ex
pression of emotion may be related to personality, indi
vidual performance on this scale was examined as a function
of cognitive style.

Another question to be explored was

whether or not intelligence was a factor in the ability
99
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to comprehend or express emotion.

Therefore, performance

was also examined as a function of cognitive ability.
The statistical analysis of the initial performance
data confirmed that the approach used in construction of
the scale produced reliable items and an internally con
sistent scale.

The reliability of the scale was estimated

to be between .91 and .94, which was within acceptable
■»*

limits.

Interscorer reliability was .88, also within

acceptable limits.

Overall, subjects answered most items

with a high degree of accuracy (80-100%).

In addition,

performance levels on most tasks correlated highly with
performance levels on other tasks.
The scale was divided a priori into nine subscales.
Factor analytic studies indicated that tasks which were
added together to form the nine subscales were indeed
more similar to each other than to tasks on the other sub
scales.

That is, almost all of the tasks included in each

subscale of the scale loaded on the same factors.

The

exceptions were (1) the tasks in the expression upon ver
bal command subscale, which loaded on the equivalent
expression factors and (2) the non-verbal comprehension
tasks, which seemed to load indiscriminately on the factors
of the expression scale.

Perhaps this latter deviation

might be expected, since the comprehension scale is an
integral part of the expression scale.
The results of this study had several implications
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for clinical practice as well as research.

Usually, the

subject or patient is asked to identify the emotions
expressed in facial expressions and intonations by naming
them.

It was shown in this study that this type of task

was not as good a measure of the individual's ability to
comprehend emotion as were the other tasks on the Com
prehension Scale, which were completely non-verbal.

The

naming subscale correlated .24 and .29,^respectively, with
the cross-modal and matching subscales, while the crossmodal and matching subscales correlated .43 with each
other.

This finding suggested that the main task used

in research and clinical settings has not been the most
reliable measure of comprehension of emotion.

The main

task used, to measure patient's competency to produce
emotional expression, has been imitation.

In this study,

these tasks correlated much less with the Expression
Scale (r=.69) than verbally asking the subject to make
the expression (r=.88).

In addition, these tasks loaded

on a separate factor orthogonal to the other expression
factors.

These results suggested that a better test of

a patient's competence to produce emotional expression
would be to ask him to produce the emotion rather than
imitate the emotion.
The most obvious and important finding in this study
was that all facets of the communication of emotion were
highly related.

The ability to communicate feelings to
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another and the ability to comprehend feelings being ex
pressed by another were found to be highly correlated.
The ability to use facial expressions, tones of voice,
vocal sounds, and even drawings of faces to communicate
emotion were found to vary together; if a person is good
at one means of expressing emotion non-verbally, then
he will likely be good at other means of expressing emo
tion non-verbally.

It appeared as if a,basic structure

or common foundation supported these various non-verbal
abilities.

Previous attempts to find commonalities

between encoding and decoding of non-verbal emotional
expressions and/or between different modalities have pro
duced conflicting evidence.

These studies were reviewed

previously.
In examining the relationship between the -individ
ual 's ability to identify and produce non-verbal emotional
expressions and his cognitive ability and cognitive style,
further evidence was found that the expression of emotion
was not merely a spontaneous display of feeling.

The

present data indicated that the non-verbal communication
of emotion may depend upon cognitive skills in much the
same way as verbal language has been found to depend
upon cognitive skills.

The data also suggested that,

under some circumstances, non-verbal expression of emotion
depends upon the cognitive style or personality of the
individual.
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As a heuristic device for describing the relationship
between the expression of emotion and cognitive skills,
non-verbal emotional expression can be said to have a
structure and a function.

The separation of language into

structure and function has been helpful in conceptualizing
the development of verbal language, and may be helpful in
organizing our knowledge of emotional expression.
In the case of non-verbal emotional expression, struc
ture or syntax would be the manner in which features of
the face or the voice are combined to express an emotion.
The function, or meaning of an emotional expression, would
pertain to the way the individual categorizes his internal
world of feelings.

In other words, the function of emo

tional expression would be its use in communicating the
feelings of our inner selves to others.
In this study, the simple comprehension and expression
tasks, which appeared to depend on recognizing (matching
emotional expression) or reproducing (imitation) the basic
structure of the emotional expression, did not correlate
with intelligence as much as the more difficult tasks
(such as expression on verbal command), which appeared to
require more manipulation of the emotional expression.

In

other words, there was almost no correlation between the
non-verbal factor of the comprehension scale, nor the imi
tation factor of the expression scale, with any of the
three intellectual measures.

These findings suggested that
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college students have developed the cognitive maturity
to have mastered the basic structure of emotional compre
hension and expression which, being more elementary, may
be acquired early in life.
However, tasks which required the subject to manipu
late non-verbal emotional expression in different ways,
such as matching emotions across different modalities,
naming emotions, or expressing emotions,without a model,
correlated highly with measures of intelligence.

In fact,

the tasks which required more complicated manipulation of
emotional expression, such as drawing faces to express
the emotion, were the tasks that related most to intelli
gence.

These data suggested that such tasks required a .

more functional knowledge of the communication of emotion,
and thus required more cognitive maturity or complexity
than many college students have developed.
These observations suggested that both the structure
and the function of non-verbal emotional expression were
related to non-verbal cognitive ability in much the same
way as the structure and the function of verbal language
has been found to be related to verbal cognitive ability.
It is well known that the structure of language is learned
early in life, and that its development parallels verbal
cognitive development.

An IQ of 50 insures that the indi

vidual has the cognitive ability to develop the structure
of language (Dale 1976).

That is, most individuals with
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IQ's of 50 can use speech to communicate with others.

The

function of language develops as cognitive abilities ma
ture, and in the end depends mainly on the level of intel
lectual maturity.
Analyzing the results from a different point of view,
it was found that the comprehension scale correlated less
with the measures of IQ than did the expression scale.
This difference suggested that the comprehension of non
verbal emotional expression was mastered more easily and
much earlier than was the non-verbal expression of emotion.
What this might mean, is that non-verbal expression skills
were still developing in the college-age individuals in
this study, while comprehension skills were already mature.
This difference in ease of mastery was found between the
comprehension of, and the expression of, verbal language.
Developmental research (Dale 1976) has shown consistently
that receptive language skills develop before expressive
language skills.

One reason suggested for this uneven

pace of development was that encoding is the more diffi
cult task, because it requires the selection of and active
manipulation of appropriate distinctive features, rather
than their identification.
Another reason for the uneven rate of development
between comprehension and expression of both verbal lan
guage and non-verbal emotional expression may be the uneven
rate of development between different areas of the brain.
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The posterior portions of the brain mature earlier than the
anterior portions.

Thus, if the ability to comprehend and

express affect is dependent on neuronal activity, which
it appears to be, then the area of the brain that probably
mediates comprehension abilities, the posterior section,
matures first, and hence, the comprehension skills become
viable first, while the area that probably mediates expres
sion abilities, the anterior section, matures later and
hence expression skills lag behind comprehension skills.
Another observation, made from the data, was that
college-age females were better than college-age males
at comprehending emotional expressions.

There was no dif

ference between the sexes in expression of emotion.

This

disparity in comprehension of emotion between males and fe
males has been observed by many researchers.

Hall (1978)

summarized the results of 75 studies that reported compari
sons between males and females in terms of accuracy of de
coding non-verbal communication.

She found that females

showed an advantage over males in more studies than would
occur by chance.

The average effect was of moderate mag

nitude and was significantly larger than zero.

In addi

tion, in more studies, the difference between males and
females reached a conventional level of significance more
often than expected by chance.

There were no encoding dis

parities found between the sexes.

Some theorists have at

tributed this variance in comprehension between the sexes
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to different neurological organization in the female
(Hall 1978), while others (Weitz 1974) have suggested that
socialization differences have been instrumental in causing
differences.

This accelerated development of the ability

to comprehend emotion in females paralleled the findings
in verbal language.

It is well-known that language develop

ment in adolescent females (10 years of age through college)
is more advanced than is language development in the same
age males (Dale 1976).
An important similarity between non-verbal emotional
expression and verbal language, is the presence of universals in both.

Ekman's (1977) research indicated that

there are six universal emotions represented by facial
expressions.

Izard (1971) and Eibl-Eibesfeldt (1972) have

also argued for universal expressions and gestures.

It

is the universal aspects of the human perceptual apparatus
which lead to the universal aspects of language, such as
color naming (Dale 1976).

These same universal aspects

of perception may lead to the universal representations
of emotion.
Although non-verbal emotional expression appeared
similar to verbal language in many ways, it seemed to
deviate from verbal language in an interesting manner.
The data in this study suggested that the personality of
the individual (under certain conditions) influenced the
development of his emotional expression skills.

The
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results of this study suggested that, given basic competence
in comprehension skills (or intellectual maturity), the
individual's expression skills were related to his person
ality, specifically his degree of extraversion and neuroticism on the Eysenck Personality Inventory.

Extraverts were

better at expressing emotion than were introverts, and the
less neurotic subjects were better at expressing emotion
than were the more neurotic subjects.
These personality characteristics have been investi
gated under the ruberic of cognitive style.

Tucker and

Williamson (in press) and Levy (1982) have argued that
extraverts use the right hemisphere for processing and
reacting to their environments, while introverts use theleft hemisphere.

Thus, if the neurological structure

which mediated the expression of emotion was located in
the right hemisphere as postulated, then the skills used
in non-verbal communication of emotion might be developed
to a greater degree by extroverts than by introverts.

The

results of this project were consistent with the cognitive
style hypothesis coupled with right hemisphere mediation
of the ability to represent emotion.
Another determinate of cognitive style according to
Tucker and Williamson (in press) is the level of cortical
activation usually experienced by the individual.

They

assert that as the individual's anxiety level increases,
the right hemisphere becomes more inhibited.

At higher
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levels of activation, the left hemisphere becomes dysfunc
tional.

The data gathered in the present study was consis

tent with this theory.

The capacity to project different

emotional expressions in individuals who scored high in
neuroticism (anxiety) was inferior to individuals who
scored lower in neuroticism.

If the right hemisphere

mediated emotional expression then, taking relative hemispheric activation into account, anxiety may cause an
individual's ability to express emotion to decline before
his ability to express himself verbally declined.

It is

interesting to note at this point that in the clinical
setting highly anxious individuals appear to have much
more difficulty in identifying emotions both in other
individuals and in themselves, even though their verbal
thought processes are normal.
The personality style of the individual appeared to
affect only the most highly developed visual cognitive
processes associated with the use and communication of
emotion.

The scores on the facial expression subtest,

and especially the drawing subtests, were closely associ
ated with personality variables for those individuals who
had developed competent skills in decoding emotional ex
pression.

On the other hand, cognitive skills associated

with the structure of emotional expression, such as recog
nition of and imitation of emotional expression, were not
associated with the personality dimensions of extraversion
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and neuroticism.

In other words, it appeared that activa

tion (neuroticism/anxiety) and arousal (extraversion) may
have more effect on complex cognitive skills than on those
skills associated with simple perception and sensory-motor
skills.

In the present study, these factors also seem

to have had more effect on visual than on auditory skills.
The rate of development of non-verbal emotional ex
pression and comprehension skills, thusr may depend
initially upon the person's rate of intellectual develop
ment.

In the individual with the potential to develop

more complex cognitive abilities, the capacity to express
emotion may depend ultimately upon personality factors.
Since non-verbal emotional expression appears similar
to verbal language and is related to cognitive style, it
seemed logical to assume that both the structural and
functional components of emotional expression were cogni
tive skills which require a neurological structure, just
as the cognitive skills upon which verbal language depend
require a neurological structure.

Circumscribed lesions

in certain locations may be expected to destroy a particu
lar skill, while lesions in other locations would destroy
other skills.

Thus, when patients have suffered neurologi

cal damage in the right hemisphere, they may lose skills
in non-verbal emotional communication that are basic to
everyday functioning.

For example, neurological impair

ment in the posterior portion of the brain could result

Ill
in the loss of the ability to comprehend emotional cues in
the environment.

In this case, non-verbal emotional cues

from people in the surrounding environment, which often
guide behavior, would not be available to the patient.

On

the other hand, neurological impairment in the anterior por
tion of the brain could result in the loss of the ability
to express emotions, a skill that is often needed to operate
on the environment.

Loss of either or both of these skills

could seriously impair the patient's ability to adapt to
his environment.

Perhaps patients with substantial right

hemisphere damage might lose the ability to comprehend
their own emotions.

It has been suggested that feedback

from spontaneous emotional expression is necessary for the
appreciation of internal emotions (Buck 1980).

If so, the

loss of the ability to express affect would compound the
patient's difficulties in adjustment.
The catastrophic reaction found in individuals with
left frontal damage and the indifference reaction found
in individuals with right frontal damage (Gainotti, 1970)
might also be explained using this model.

In the case of

left frontal damage, the usual channels of communication
has been lost, and the patient may try to express himself
non-verbally instead.

This attempt at communication may

be interpreted as overreaction because the face and voice
must carry the whole burden of communication.
may be seen as having a catastrophic reaction.

The patient
In the
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case of right frontal damage, the person cannot express
his emotions non-verbally, and thus, it may appear as if
he has no emotional response.
indifferent.

The patient may be seen as

Finset (personal communication) has postu

lated that patients with right posterior damage also have
catastrophic reactions.

In this case, the comprehension

of non-verbal expression may be impaired, which may deprive
the patient of feedback about the level jcf emotion being
expressed, and thus, he may magnify his expression just
as the deaf person raises the magnitude of his voice when
he cannot hear himself.
In addition to its use as a diagnostic tool to mea
sure neurological impairment, the CUE Scale may uncover
some particular dysfunction in the system which mediates
emotional expression in certain types of pathological con
ditions.

It seems possible that the perceptual distortions

and cognitive disorganization which affects the verbal
abilities in schizophrenia, might also interfere with the
non-verbal emotional comprehension and expression abilities,
and consequently, the adaptation of the schizophrenic.
Even though the CUE Scale showed promise as a diag
nostic tool and a scientific instrument to study individual
differences, there were several areas in which the scale
might be improved.

Several items had low correlations

with the total score and could not be identified with a
high degree of accuracy.

The replacement of stimuli in
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certain items would be important because the same stimuli
were used across subtests.

For example, an item that

should be replaced was the non-verbal sound communicating
fear.

It was sometimes interpreted as a sneeze when the

subject was asked to express the identical emotion in
another mode.
In general, the mean accuracy of items in the present
scale would allow ample room for discriminating between
normal performances and impaired performance.

The tasks

using intonation as stimuli probably would have the least
amount of discriminating ability.
to accurately 60% of the time.

The tasks were responded

In order to have less over

lap on these scales between normal and neurologically
impaired subjects, an effort should be made to replace the
intonation stimuli.
Another issue is the difficulty in administering the
test.

First, the administrator has to learn to score the

expression tasks well enough that he can score them during
the procedure itself.

Although many individuals scored

high on the comprehension part of the test, the average
person might have difficulty learning to interpret emo
tional expressions well enough to score the expressions
quickly.

However, for greater reliability, expressions

can be recorded.

Another possible difficulty might be the

length of the test.

It took one and one-half hour to

administer the scale to normal subjects.

It might take
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longer to administer the test to psychiatric or neurologically impaired subjects.

One solution would be to use a

couple of the subtests for a screening instrument.

Inter

correlations between the subtests indicate that the crossmodal subtest could be used to screen comprehension, and
the expression-upon-verbal-command subtest could be used
to screen expression.

These two subtests had the highest

correlations with their respective subscale scores.

These

two subscales would take less than one-half hour to admin
ister .
It should be noted that the drawing subscale did not
seem to add much to the expression scale.

In fact, this

subscale did not correlate as high with the expression
scale as the comprehension scale did.

In the factor analy

sis of the scale, drawing tasks loaded on a separate factor.
These tasks were added in hope that they could be used as
a measure of expressive ability in group administrations,
but it appeared that the comprehension scale would be a
better group measure of expressive ability.

Another reason

for including these tasks was to investigate the possibil
ity of using drawings to communicate with the patient when
normal decoding channels were lost.

In this case, compre

hension and expression of emotion through drawing were
comparable to the comprehension and expression of emotion
through facial expression, intonation and non-verbal vocal
sounds.
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During the testing process, the subjects were given
generous praise and reinforcement.

It was noted that sub

jects were very anxious at the beginning of the expression
subscales, but they soon became more at ease.

The results,

especially for the expression part of the scale, might be
different if the examiner was more distant and less empathic
during the administration of the scale.

Especially sensi

tive would be the tasks included in the jexpression-uponverbal-command subtest, which were the last tasks to be
administered.

By the time these tasks were performed, sub

jects showed little anxiety over expressing the required
emotions.

This "test anxiety" would be a consideration if

the expression-upon-command subscale was used as a screen
ing device.

Separate norms may need to be established if

they were used in this way.
The possibilities for future research in this area are
many and diverse.

Perhaps the four most important direc

tions are the following:

(1) The scale could be used to

locate the neural network which mediates non-verbal communi
cation of affect.

This line of investigation would provide

valuable information for programs designed to rehabilitate
those with brain damage.

(2) The scale could be used in

the examination of the relationship between psychopathology
and the ability to communicate affect.

This research should

be rewarding and may lead to possible remediation or thera
peutic interventions for the treatment of the mentally ill.
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(3) The scale might be used to find out more about the rela
tionship between the ability to communicate affect non-verbally and the personality which would be helpful in under
standing individuals and their interactions with others.
(4) Information about the development of non-verbal communi
cation skills is scarce at this time.

Perhaps this scale

could be used to examine the growth of these skills in the
maturing individual.

_

In summary, this research found all facets of the non
verbal communication of affect to be related and found im
portant similarities between verbal language and non-verbal
emotional expression.

Both modes of communicating appeared

to depend upon cognitive skills.

The comprehension of both

verbal language and emotional expression seemed to be mas
tered early in life.

The expression of, or use of, both

seemed to depend upon the cognitive maturity and the com
plexity of the individual.

In addition, an important dif

ference was found between these two methods of communication.
In expressing emotions, the final level of expressive skill
developed by the individual seemed to depend upon the per
sonality or cognitive style of the person.

The more extro

verted and less neurotic individual appeared significantly
more adept at expressing emotion, than was the more intro
verted and neurotic individual.

Thus, emotion was found to

be related to cognitive skill and cognitive style.
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Appendix A
Administration of the CUE Scale
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The CUE Scale is intended for use with individuals.
However, the Comprehension Scale and the drawing subtests
of the Expression Scale can be administered in groups.
Subtest (1) Matching of intonations:
Materials: The first part of the audio tape which
has a set of six items. An item consists of a sen
tence said in one of the six emotional tones of
voice followed by the same sentence said in six dif
ferent tones of voice, one of which matches the
initial sentence.
Administration: Describe the task to the subject.
"You will be hearing a sentence said in a emotional
tone of voice. It will be labeled Item A. Follow
ing Item A the sentence will be repeated six times,
each time in a different tone of voice (labeled
number 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6.) Choose the sentence
which expresses the same emotion as Item A and mark
the number of the item on the answer sheet. The
next sentence will be Item B and will be repeated
six times in different tones of voice. Choose the
sentence which matches the tone of voice in Item B.
Follow the same procedure for Items C, D, E, and F."
Subtest (2) Matching of non-verbal sounds:
Materials: The second part of the audiotape, which
has a series of six items: An item consists of one
sound followed by six different sounds, one of which
matches the initial sound.
Directions: I'm going to play some non-verbal vocal
sounds, each one will be followed by six different
non-verbal vocal sounds. I want you to choose the
sound that expresses the same emotion as the first
sound. There will be six items in all, labeled A-F.
Mark your answers on the answer sheet under sounds.
Subtest (3) Representing the emotion expressed in a non
verbal sound in the drawing of a face:
Materials: First part of the audio tape containing
six non-verbal sounds.
(Side 2.)
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Directions: Describe the task to the subject. "You
are going to hear a sound which expresses an emo
tion. I want you to draw a face which expresses the
same emotion in the space provided on the answer
sheet." After the subject is through drawing, play
the next sound.
Subtest (4) Representing the emotion expressed in the into
nation of a sentence in the drawing of a face:
Materials: The second part of the audio tape con
taining six sentences said in different tones of
voice. (Side 2 .)
Directions: "You are going to hear a sentence said
in a way that expresses an emotion. I want you to
draw a face expressing the same emotion in the
space provided on the answer sheet." Play each
sound when the subject finishes drawing the pre
ceding item.
Subtest (5) Matching emotion represented in facial drawings:
Materials: The set of six drawings and the sheet
containing 36 drawings.
Directions: "Match the emotion represented in the
first drawing with the emotion in one of the six
drawings in the first row." Mark your answer in
the space provided. Do this for each of the six
drawings.
Subtest (6) Matching expressions in photographs of faces:
Materials: The set of six photographs and the sheet
of 36 photographs.
Directions: "Match the emotion represented in the
first photograph with the emotion in one of the
photographs in the first row." Mark your answer in
the space provided. Do this for each of the six
photographs.
Subtests (7 & 8) Cross model matching of sounds and intona
tions with photographs:
Materials: Large sheet with 36 photographs and
parts 3 and 4 (Side 2) of the auditory tape.
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Directions: "I want you to match the emotion repre
sented in the following sentences and sounds with
the appropriate facial expression in the column. I
will tell you the number of the column before I play
the sentence or sound." The rows are 2, 4, 3, 1,
6, 5.
Subtests (9 & 10) Cross-modal matching of sounds and into
nations with drawings:
Materials: Large sheet with 36 drawings and parts
5 and 6 (Side 2) of the auditory tape.
Directions: Same as previous tasks. Columns are
examined in the following orders 6, 4, 3, 1, 2,
5.
Subtest (11) Representing the emotion expressed by a facial
expression in the drawing of a face:
Materials:

The set of six photographs.

Directions: "I want you to draw a face that ex
presses the same emotion as the first facial ex-pression in the space provided. Draw each of the
facial expressions in the appropriate space."
Subtest (12) Imitation of sounds:
Materials: Audiotape Part 7.
Directions: "I'm going to play a sound that ex
presses an emotion. After each sound is played I
want you to repeat the sound." There are six sounds.
Subtest (13) Making sounds that express the same emotion as
an intonation:
Materials: Audio tape Part 8.
Directions: "I'm going to play a sentence said in
an emotional tone of voice. After each sentence I
want you to make a non-verbal sound that expresses
the same emotion. There will be six sentences."
Subtest (14) Making sounds that express the same emotion
as a facial expression:
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Materials:

The set of six photographs of faces.

Directions: "I want you to look at the first face
and make a non-verbal sound that will express the
same emotion represented in the face. Do it for
each of the six photographs."
Subtest (15) Making sounds that express the same emotion
as a drawing:
Materials:

The set of six drawings.

Directions: "J want you to look at the first draw
ing and make a non-verbal sound _that will express
the same emotion as represented in the drawing. Do
that for each one of the drawings."
Subtest (16) Imitation of intonation:
Materials:

Audio tape, Part 9.

Directions: "I'm going to play a sentence said in
an emotional tone of voice. I want you to repeat
the sentence in the same tone of voice. There will
be six sentences."
Subtest (17) Expressing emotion in intonations, emotion pre✓

sented in a non-verbal sound:
Materials:

Audio tape Part 10.

Directions: "I am going to play a sound that ex
presses an emotion, I want you to say 'What are you
going to do?' in a tone of voice that matches the
emotion expressed in the sound. There are six
sounds."
Subtest (18) Expressing emotion in intonations, emotion
represented in a facial expression:
Materials:

The set of six photographs.

Directions: "I want you to look at the first pic
ture and say the sentence 'What are you going to
do?' in a tone of voice that will express the same
emotion. Do that for each one of the photographs."
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Subtest (19) Expressing emotion in intonations, emotion
represented in a drawing:
Materials:

The set of six drawings of faces.

Directions: "I want you to look at the first draw
ing and say the sentence 'What are you going to
do?' in a tone of voice that will express the same
emotion. Do that for each of the drawings."
Subtest (20) Imitation of facial expressions:
Materials:

The set of six photographs.

Directions: "I want you to look at the first photo
graph then look at me and make the same expression.
Repeat for each of the photographs."
Subtest (21) Representation of emotion in a facial expres
sion from emotions presented in drawings:
Materials:

The set of six drawings.

Directions: "I want you to look at the first draw
ing and then looking at me make a facial expression
that will express the same emotion. Repeat for
each of the drawings."
Subtest (22) Representing an emotion in a facial expression
emotions presented in non-verbal sounds:
Materials: Auditory tape Part 1.
Directions: "I'm going to play a sound that repre
sents an emotion, I want you to make a facial ex
pression that will match the emotion represented in
the sound. Make a facial expression after each
sound, there are six sounds."
Subtest (23) Representing emotions in facial expressions
from emotions presented in intonations:
Materials: Auditory tape Part 2.
Directions: "I'm going to play a sentence said in
an emotional tone of voice, I want you to make a
facial expression that will match the emotion
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portrayed in the sentence. Make a facial expres
sion after each sentence. There are six sentences."
Subtest (24) Representing emotions in facial expressions
given by the name of the emotion:
Materials:

List of emotions.

Directions: "I'm going to say the name of an emo
tion. I want you to make a facial expression to
match. Look angry, look disgusted, look happy, look
sad, look surprised, look afraid."
Subtest (25) Representing emotions in sounds given the name
of the emotion:
Materials:

List of emotions.

Directions: "Make a sound that would convey that
you are angry; disgusted; happy; etc." Repeat for
each word on the list.
Subtest (26) Representing emotions in intonations given the
name of the emotion:
Materials:

List of emotions.

Directions: I want you to say "What are you going
to do in an angry tone of voice; disgusted tone of
voice, etc." Repeat for each word on the list.
Subtest (27) Representing emotions in the drawings of faces
given the name of the emotion:
Materials:

List of emotions.

Directions: "I want you to draw an angry face in
the first space. A disgusted face in the second
space, etc." Repeat for each word on the list.
Subtest (28) Verbal recognition of emotion given an emo
tional sound.
Materials:
Part 9.

List of emotions and auditory tape
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Directions: "I'm going to play some sounds. I want
you to pick the name of the emotion represented by
the sound from this list of emotions and write it
on the answer sheet. There are six sounds. You
may use names more than once."
Subtest (29) Verbal recognition of emotion given the into
nation :
Materials: List of emotions and auditory tape
Part 10.
Directions : "I'm going to play some sentences. I
want you to pick the name of the emotion represented
by the tone of voice from this list of emotions and
write it on the answer sheet. There are six sen
tences. You may use names more than once."
Subtests (30 & 31) Verbal recognition of emotion represented
in facial expressions and drawings of facial expres
sions :
Materials: The set of six photographs and set of
six drawings.
Directions: "I want you to pick from this list of
six names the name of the emotion represented by
each picture. You may use names more than once.
Write the name on the answer sheet." Repeat for
drawings.
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Appendix B
Scoring Criteria for the Expression Scales
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SCORING CRITERIA FOR THE EXPRESSION SCALES
The scoring criteria for all the expression tasks are
the same.

They are based on two factors; the quality of the

expression and noticeable differences between the expres
sions.

The quality of the expression is determined by the

ease of which the expression is identified and the intensity
of the expressed emotion.

Each expression must be distinctly

different from the other five expressed in the subtest.
Basically, the score on a subtest reflects the number
of distinct readily recognizable expressions.
bilities are not listed below.
discretion of the scorer.

All possi

Some scores may require the

The criteria for assignment of

points are as follows;
6 points:

all expressions easily recognized and dis
tinctly different.

5 points;

(a) some difficulty in recognizing three or
more out of the six expressions but all
identifiable and different.
(b) all expressions easily recognizable but
two expressions are the same.
(c) five expressions easily recognized and
distinctly different, one expression un
recognizable .

4 points:

(a) four expressions easily recognizable and
distinctly different, two expressions
unrecognizable.
(b) some difficulty in recognizing three out
of the five recognizable expressions,
one expression unrecognizable.
(c) same as (b) except two of the five recog
nizable expressions are the same.
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(d) six easily recognized expressions except
three expressions are the same, or two
pairs of expressions are the same.
3 points:

(a) three easily recognized expressions and
the rest unrecognizable.
(b) some difficulty in recognizing two out
of four of the recognizable expressions
with two unrecognizable.
(c) some difficulty in recognizing three out
of five identifiable expressions with
twp expressions alike and one unrecog
nizable.
(d) some difficulty in recognizing three out
of six of the expressions identified
with two pair of expressions alike.

2 points:

(a) two easily recognized expressions all
the rest unidentifiable.
(b) some difficulty in recognizing three
expressions, all the rest unidentifiable
(c) some difficulty in recognizing two out
of four of the expressions identified,
one pair the same and the other two ex
pressions unidentifiable.

1 point:

(a) one easily recognized emotion, the rest
unrecognizable.
(b) some difficulty in recognizing one out
of two of the expressions identified and
the rest unidentifiable.
(c) two easily recognized expressions but
they look like the same emotion and the
rest unrecognizable.

0 points:

(a) no easily identified expressions, i.e.,
all attempts at expression fail and the
face or voice is expressionless through
out the subtest.
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